
 

 

 

 

 



  



 

 

 

  



 



 

Abstrakt 
Práce se zabývá návrhem jednoúčelového plně automatického zařízení pro automobilový průmysl, 

které dávkuje silikonovou směs do pouzdra snímače. V první části práce je řešen návrh mechanické 

části zařízení, zejména manipulátoru pro polohování dávkovací hlavy. K pohonu manipulátoru je 

využito pneumatických prvků, které jsou řízeny elektrickými signály. Druhá část práce se zabývá 

řízením stroje, které je realizováno pomocí PLC systému. Obsluha může ovládat zařízení nebo 

sledovat aktuální stav na dotykovém panelu. V závěru práce je prezentováno skutečné provedení 

zařízení a propojení s výrobní linkou. 
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Abstract 
The thesis deals with a design of the single purpose fully automatic equipment for automotive in-

dustry, which dispenses a silicone mixture into the sensor housing. The first part of the thesis deals 

with the design of the mechanical parts, especially of the manipulator for positioning the dispensing 

head. Pneumatic elements, which are controlled by electrical signals, are used to drive the manipu-

lator. The second part deals with control of the equipment, which is realized by a PLC system. An 

operator can control the equipment or monitor the current state using the touch panel. The actual 

implementation of the equipment is presented at the conclusion of the thesis. 
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1 Motivation 
Automated lines are used increasingly in the manufacture of various products in the modern era. 

These automated lines are used long term in the automotive industry. Over time, these devices are 

still subject of more demanding requirements such as improved control of production, increasing 

the number of diagnostic elements, enhanced security features, etc. For the design of industrial 

equipment, it is necessary to deepen education continuously and use new trends in order to keep up 

with the competition. 

The content of this diploma thesis is to design a fully automatic dispensing machine for encap-

sulating the housing with the silicone mixture (The Dispensing Station – hereinafter referred as the 

DS). A naive block diagram of the DS is shown in Fig. 1. Design, production and activation of the 

equipment are realized in the company, where I have cooperated for 7 years. The DS will be the 

part of the line, so the interactions with other devices should be considered in the design. The de-

sign of the machine consists of several parts which must be split among more people due to short 

deadline of delivery. Design of the machine can be divided into four basic areas – the management, 

the industrial design, the production and the assemblage. This diploma thesis deals with the indus-

trial design. My first task is to create a mechanical design of the DS that includes making 3D CAD 

model, selecting and purchasing mechanical parts, selecting and purchasing sensors and deploying 

machine drawings. When other workers finish the production and assemble the DS, my second task 

is developing software and then activating the DS. The content of these two tasks are described fur-

ther. 

The main part of the DS is a manipulator which is realized by using pneumatic components. 

The status of the DS is detected by using sensors which are also used for controlling and diagnostic 

purposes. Signals from sensors are processed by using a PLC (Programmable logic control). The 

signal processing in the PLC is the part of the software design. The technique of handling input and 

output signals, controlling devices in manual and automatic mode, or detecting faults of the DS is 

discussed in this diploma thesis, too. The current status of the DS is displayed on the touch panel. 

Controlling of the DS is provided by the touch panel, too. However, a normal operator should not 

access to the service functions, so allocating of user rights are discussed. The DS contains special 

service functions which can control only specially trained worker (device can be damaged or injury 

can be caused due to wrong using of some service functions). Methods, how the safety of the 

equipment and different modes of operation are addressed, are also parts of this diploma thesis. The 

real implementation of the DS will be presented in the final chapter of the thesis, including photo-

graphs from the operation area of the automatic line. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Naive block diagram 

 

 

PRODUCT MATERIAL 
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2 Formulation of the problem and solution goals 
The goal of this diploma thesis is to design the fully automatic dispensing machine for encapsulat-

ing the housing with the silicone mixture (Dispensing Station – DS). Requirements are given in [1]. 

In this chapter, there are only customer requirements. The analysis of requirements is developed in 

the chapter 3, where you can find the rest of the functional requirements of the machine and the 

procedure for processing the task. 

 

2.1 Product 

A product (housing) is shown in Fig. 2. After the completion of the potting operation, a PCB 

(marked in green color) is protected by a silicone layer against moisture, dust, mechanical damage, 

etc. The silicone mixture consists of a component A and a component B. The components are stored 

in external tanks and they will be transported to the mixing head by using pumps. The pumps will 

be supplied by an external company (External Dispensing Device - EDD).  

 

 

Fig. 2 Inlet material and outlet product 

 

The mixing head contains the dispensing needle, which must be inserted to the dispensing hole, see 

Fig. 2. Product is also shown in section in Fig. 3. The cut is made through the center of the dispens-

ing hole. The exact location of the dispensing needle in relation to the PCB is shown here. The dis-

pensing needle is inserted to the hole in the PCB designated for dispensing. The silicone mixture 

spills under the PCB during the potting process and then it is forced out on the top side of the PCB 

through the free space that is between the PCB and the housing. 
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Fig. 3 Inlet material and outlet product – cross section 

 

2.2 Description of the Dispensing station 

Description of the Dispensing Station (DS) is based on the documents given in [1]. The main re-

quirements of the customer on the arrangement and function of the DS are discussed below. 

 

Schematic description of the station: 

A schematic diagram of the location of the DS in the production line is in Fig. 4. The inlet material 

is inserted to the carrier on the left side of the DS. Only two pieces of the inlet material may be in-

serted to each carrier. These carriers use the conveyor to transport into the DS. After the dispensing 

process of both pieces is done, the carrier continues to another conveyer. Afterwards the silicone 

mixture is indurated in the oven. Then housings are cooled down and operator removes both pieces 

from the carrier. Encapsulating cycle is finished and empty carriers are moved back to the inserting 

position (area marked in green in Fig. 4). The DS will include a manipulator for moving the mixing 

head. The head will move vertically to achieve a dispensing position. Due to the insertion of two 

pieces into the carrier, the horizontal displacement is also required, which allows dispensing the left 

and the right pieces. 

 

 

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of equipment – front view 

 

To oven 
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System properties: 

- If there is a longer interval between dispensing the mixture of silicone (service repair, down-

time, etc.), it is necessary to clean the dispensing needle by executing a few blind shots to 

zone for cleaning (shown in Fig. 5). If the cleaning was not executed, the silicone mixture 

could change parameters or could cure in the needle and another dispensing process is not 

possible. The control system must allow setting the length of time lag and the number of 

blind shots for cleaning. 

- If the DS is not in dosing position, it is necessary to protect the products against pollution by 

dripping material. 

- Time for the completion of one cycle is smaller than 9s. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of the equipment – top view 

 

Equipment dimensions: 

- In the design of equipment, it is necessary to respect the reserved space, which is detailed 

in [2] 

- The pallet truck is used for transporting of the completed equipment 

 

Bad parts: 

If the bad part is detected, it remains in the carriage. The error message is shown on touch panel 

(TP). The operator has to remove the bad part from the carriage, throw it into the bad part shaft and 

confirm the bad part on the TP. The bad part shaft is located in the operator’s reach and it is 

equipped with the sensor to detect the insertion of bad parts. It is not possible to continue the cycle 

until the bad part is confirmed and thrown to the bad part shaft. At least 4 pieces of bad parts is pos-

sible to throw into the Red box. The DS will be equipped with a counter for good parts and another 

counter for bad parts. 

 

Control system: 

- Control system of the DS is PLC Simatic 

- Display device is TP177 

- Communication with the conveyer is implemented by SMEMA protocol 

- Insert detection is checked separately for both pieces 

To oven 
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- Multi-level access rights (operator, serviceman, administrator) 

- Measurement of the presence of the correct amount of silicone mixture in the product 

- State signalization (ready – green, service mode – orange, failure – red) 

 

Safety: 

- Equipment is covered according to the standards 

 

Automatic cycle: 

- Checking start conditions 

- Two pieces are inserted into carrier 

- Start is confirmed by “Nagara” switch 

- Carrier is moved into the DS to the dispensing position 

- Protective cover is hidden 

- DS dispenses housings 

- If operation is done without failure, carrier is transported by the conveyor 

- If part is NOK, the DS stops process, the safety cover is moved up and the operator must 

confirm error message on the touch panel. The operator removes the bad part, throws it into 

the red box and pushes the “Nagara switch” to continue the cycle. 

- In case of failure of some external devices, the DS breaks the cycle and starts blinking red 

beacon 

 

Service mode: 

- The possibility of carrying out main mechanical movements 

- Service mode is indicated by orange light 

- Special program for production release (dispensing one shot of silicone mixture into the pot) 

- Special program for cleaning 

 

Administrator mode: 

- Secured by password 

- Possibility to change parameters 

 

Documentation: 

The complete documentation both in printed form and electronically is in the delivery 
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3 Analysis 
The aim of this diploma thesis is to design equipment based on customer requirements specified in 

the chapter 2. The customer requirements are now analyzed and additional requirements resulting 

from them are derived. At first, a work procedure, development phases and their interconnection 

with each other are described in the chapter 3.1. The following chapters describe only parts of the 

design relating to this thesis. 

3.1 Work procedure 

The work procedure is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6. The customer’s requirements are the start-

ing point (see the chapter 2). After reviewing the customer’s requirements, properties are further 

developed and additional technical requirements for the equipment are created – the Construction 

requirements, which are described in the chapter 3. These requirements may also spread during the 

design and implementation of the equipment. In the next stage of development, it is possible to pro-

ceed parallelly in three directions – Mechanical design, Electrical design and Software design. Dif-

ferent people mostly work in each sector and their interconnections are continually consulted. This 

procedure is used for speeding up the development of the device. Frequent consultations slow down 

the design, but the best practices are already in place in the company, so only non-standard device 

properties have to be consulted. The content of this diploma thesis are blocks marked in green ac-

cording to the scheme in Fig. 6. 

The Mechanical design is solved in the chapter 4 and there is described creating of 3D model 

of the equipment, ordering of purchased parts and creation of drawings. After production of all 

components, the mechanical part of the equipment is assembled. 

The electrical design is based on document “Electrical requirements”, which is created in the 

“Constructions requirements” block. After the creation of the electrical documentation and ordering 

of electrical equipment, an electric switchbox is assembled and then it is attached to the mechanical 

part of the DS. The next step is to link the electric switchbox with electrical devices (sensors, actua-

tors, buttons, etc.). 

The Software design is based on the document “Software requirements”, which is created in 

the “Constructions requirements” block. The Software design for the DS is detailed in the Chapter 

5. Software testing is possible when the assemblies of mechanical and electrical parts are complet-

ed. Then there is a continual expansion of the software. Any change in the mechanical or electrical 

part affects software. In contrast, if the software is changed, it is not usually necessary to change the 

mechanical or the electrical part. The software is controlled by using the touch panel, where you can 

freely change controls (it is not necessary e.g. to add more physical buttons on the operation panel). 

When the basic features of the software are ready (Software testing), the next stage comes here 

- Debugging and product processing. To meet the requirements for the successful processing of the 

product, all mechanical, electrical and software parameters must be set. If it is not possible to 

achieve a reliable processing of the product by changing the adjustable parameters, it is necessary to 

add additional design requirements. As an example may be the choice of a different type of sensor. 

At first, original sensor is reliable, but the device may be disturbed during the operation (e.g. by 

impurities, vibration, variable dimensions of the product, etc.). Then a different sensor type must be 

chosen. 

The final phase of the development is the presentation for the customer, who can approve the 

design or may add additional requirements. The final design of the DS is described in the chapter 

6.2. During operation of the equipment, other weaknesses may appear so the specification must be 

extended and the development of the equipment must be adequately adjusted. Examples are the 

changes that are described in the chapter 3.7. 
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Fig. 6 Block diagram of process realization (blocks in green are developed by myself) 

 

3.2 Reserved space for equipment 

Reserved space for the DS shown in Fig. 7 is based on the layout of the line, which is detailed 

in [2]. In this area, there must also be pressure vessels of the EDD, because they cannot be further 

than 2m from the DS. The pressure vessels are causing too much pressure loss in the tubes at great-

er distances from the DS and there would not be ensured proper device functionality. The pressure 
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vessels have too large dimensions and they cannot be built into the DS, so free space has to be re-

served for them behind the DS.  

Another requirement is the location of the high pressure pumps to 1m from the dispensing 

head. The high pressure pumps must be built into the DS in order to keep distance of 1m from the 

dispensing head. The electric switchbox is part of the DS and its location is possible only on the 

back side of the DS. In order to enter into the electric switchbox, it is necessary to leave a free space 

for the door opening. 

The operator, which will insert the product from the left side of the station, is also the restric-

tive condition. The aim is to keep as much free space as possible on the left side for the operator. 

Therefore the DS should be designed with a minimum width and as the rightmost. The conveyor 

delivered by an external company will be led through the DS. Limiting of the area due the conveyor 

is very complex and it is necessary to check constantly the model of the conveyor with the design of 

the DS. 

 

 

Fig. 7 Station area and service area 

 

3.3 Mechanical parts of the DS 

Mechanical parts are designed by 3D CAD software in the parent company. In the most cases the 

Autodesk Inventor Professional software is used in the parent company. Support and more infor-

mation about Inventor software are given in [28]. 
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The adjustment of the position of the product 

According to the customer requirements from [1], it is necessary to feed the housing in the exact 

location (hole in the PCB, see Fig. 3). Therefore the manipulator must include adjustable compo-

nents, which can be used to set the height and the position of the dispensing needle in relation to the 

hole in the PCB. Two products are placed in the carrier so the correct adjustment of the dispensing 

position must be ensured for both products. 

Because the dispensing needle will slide down to the dispensing position, the default position 

must be necessarily at the top position. Pneumatic actuators are considered on the machine and they 

can move while the pressure air is off. If the equipment is off, it is necessary to provide a passive 

protection against sliding down in order to avoid moving the dispensing head due to gravity. 

 

Dynamics of the manipulator movement 

Time for the dispensing cycle is limited. To comply the reserved cycle time, it is necessary to make 

use of shock absorbers and speed controllers which allow moving the manipulator without any 

damages. More information about shock absorbers is given in [3] and about speed controllers is 

given in [4]. For smooth operation of the equipment, it is also necessary to ensure collaterality of 

the linear guidance to avoid unnecessary losses due to friction. The information about linear guide-

way is taken from [5]. 

 

Arrangement of the manipulator units 

In the task from the chapter 2.2, there is the requirement for moving the dispensing head in two axes 

(in the plane). In the DS, an independent manipulator will be created on one axis and another one 

will be superposed on the second axis. Because there is an axis of motion in the vertical direction, it 

is necessary to keep in mind the gravity during the design of driving mechanism and there will be 

spontaneous sliding down of the manipulator from the top position. Therefore it was suggested to 

establish a base manipulator in the horizontal direction and the vertical manipulator will be super-

posed. The mass of the vertical manipulator will be minimized as much as possible to reduce the 

influence of gravity. 

 

Prohibited movements of the pneumatic cylinders 

The individual movements of the manipulator are interdependent and the manipulator cannot be 

converted to any state. For example, when the dispensing head is in the lower position and the dis-

pensing needle is inside the hole in PCB, it is not possible to move the horizontal drive (it would 

results in destruction of dispensing needles) or the protective pot under the dispensing needle (see 

Fig. 42). As another example, there is a state, where the dispensing head is in the top position and 

the protective pot is under the dispensing needle. If the dispensing head was allowed to move down, 

there would be a collision with the protective pot (see Fig. 25). Therefore it is necessary to restrict 

some movements of the manipulator. These restrictions are implemented in software, where these 

movements are disabled. 

 

Properties of the dispensing process 

To ensure the correct dispensing process for the both housings, the equipment must check: 

- presence of the housing 1 and the housing 2 

- housings are not processed yet 

- dispensing head is in the working position 

 

The protective pot is used as the prevention against the contamination of the product during moving 

the dispensing head. The working time of the silicone mixture without heating up is till 24hours, so 

the protective pot will be replaced with a new one (it will not be cleaned and returned). 
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Safety 

The operator must not be able to reach the dangerous parts of the equipment which could cause in-

juries. Therefore, there must be a suitable covering of the equipment. The part of the documentation 

will be document “The Assessment of risk”. The electrical parts of the equipment must be designed 

according to safety regulations, such as short-circuit protection, safe voltage, etc. When the door is 

opened, the force parts of the equipment are switched off. 

 

Transportation 

The equipment must be designed in a way that it can be assembled with the conveyor. If it is neces-

sary, it will be separated from the conveyor, transferred and re-assembled without unnecessary 

modifications. The equipment will include leveling feet for compensating unevenness. There will be 

reserved places which can be used to lift up the equipment with the pallet truck and to transport 

without damages. 

 

3.4 Communication with peripheral devices 

The DS will communicate with the dispensing device (EDD) and the conveyor by using the PLC. 

More information about the PLC is in [24]. A simple voltage signals are sufficient for communica-

tion which consists of switching relays. In the same way, the devices will report fault conditions. 

The DS will be galvanically separated from other external devices. Communication signals with 

external devices are shown in Fig. 8 and they can be further refined during the design of the equip-

ment. 

 

Fig. 8 Communication with external devices 

 

3.5 Communication with the operator 

The operator will monitor the current status on the touch panel. Features and description of the 

touch panel are given in [25]. The touch panel (TP) required by the customer is from the lower se-

ries and it has only a small screen. Therefore, the TP must be programmed in a way that only im-

portant information for the current state of the DS is chosen. In every moment, it is appropriate to 

display the current error information of the DS and its description because an error condition blocks 

further machine operation. 
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The beacon, which consists of three lights, is used for displaying error states. Red light flashes 

in case of failure. Green light is supposed for working in automatic mode of the DS, and blue light 

for working in non-automatic mode (eg, the service mode). The next light is a semaphore, which 

contains a red light with a description NOK (product is not in order) and green light OK. This sem-

aphore will be placed before the operator, which inserts products to the carriers, so the operator is 

warned that there is a need for removing error condition of the automatic cycle. The beacon also 

displays an error condition of the DS, but it is usually placed on top of the equipment so the opera-

tor cannot see it directly. 

 

 

3.6 Components of the control software 

The Siemens STEP7-Micro/WIN 4.0 application is used for programming the PLC. More infor-

mation about STEP7 application is given in [26]. The same application cannot be used for pro-

gramming the touch panel, so the touch panel is programmed by using the Siemens SIMATIC 

WinCC flexible 2008 application. Description for this application is available in [27]. 

The control software will work in three modes – automatic, manual and off. The normal opera-

tion of the DS is in the automatic mode and the response on all conditions will be immediate. In the 

manual mode, the authorized operator can perform all elementary movements of the equipment or 

the manual dispensing of the housing. However, it is not possible to execute more operations at the 

same time or perform the automatic cycle. At the beginning or the end of shift the carriers must pass 

through the DS without the dispensing cycle. For this purpose is the mode OFF. 

The control software will include indicators for all inputs and outputs of the DS and status in-

dicator for states of the automatic cycle in order to debug the equipment during the activation. Col-

lision conditions are also parts of the control software and they do not allow destruction of the 

equipment (for example, the manipulator is driven to the collision position or the silicone mixture is 

spilt outside the housing). 

The final customer is from China, so software will be localized to Czech and English. 

 

3.7 System properties added during the activation 

The following text describes problems and other features that were added during the activation. 

These features are usually protected by administrator's password and they are used for the debug-

ging purposes. They are not used in normal operation.  

 

Cycle without the dispensing process 

During activation of the DS with the production line, the working time was checked. Unfortunately, 

the total cycle time was exceeded and it was necessary to measure the working time of each single 

component. The DS is waiting for the EDD in the automatic cycle, until the dispensing process is 

finished. To measure the time consumed by the DS, it was necessary to add the ability to perform 

the automatic cycle without the requirement for dispensing of the housings. 

 

Cycle without the encapsulation check 

During activation of the DS with the production line, housings with the PCB were not available. 

When the automatic cycle is started, the control system of the DS reports that the housing is already 

processed, however, the housing was empty. The level sensor was set to height of the PCB, but the 

PCB was not present in the housing. The control system could not detect empty housing and error 

was reported. Therefore, new function was added to control software to temporarily disable the en-

capsulation check. 
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Prohibited state of the DS and the conveyer 

During activation of the DS with the production line, the prohibited state occurred. The DS was in 

the dispensing mode so it blocked the conveyer. The conveyer was outside of the working position, 

so it was not allowing any movement of the DS. This state cannot appear in normal operation, be-

cause only one device can move at one moment. The prohibited state occurs due to wrong settings 

of the parameters of the conveyer. In order to return the equipment to the operating able state, new 

function is added that eliminates the condition of the movement one-time and the movement is un-

locked. This function can be used only on condition that the authorized operator checks that there 

will be no collisions between both devices. 

 

Pollution of the covering pot 

The dispensing head moves up when the housing is encapsulated by the silicone mixture. Once the 

dispensing head reaches the initial position (UP), it is immediately covered by the covering pot. The 

process is so fast that the rest of silicone mixture, which dropped from dispensing needle, remains 

on the leading face of the pot holder. The customer required a short delay before moving the pot to 

covering position in order to the silicone mixture has enough time to drop and do not pollute the pot 

holder. The delay for the movement of the pot to the hide position was added to the control soft-

ware. The length of the delay can be set by the operator. During the activation of the DS with the 

production line, there was found that the cycle time was exceeded. In order to accelerate the auto-

matic cycle as much as possible, one of the optimizations was disabling this delay. 

 

Not reliable present detection of the housing 

The retro-reflective sensor was used for the presence detection. If the housing is inserted, a beam is 

interrupted and the sensor reports presence of the housing. In the automatic mode, the previous step 

is the lifting up of the carrier with the housings to the working position. The sensors on cylinder that 

detect the working position of the uplift (UP), has the range ca. 3mm. The control system is very 

quick and when there is a positive signal from the sensor on the cylinder, it checks presence of the 

housings. However, the uplift must still travel remaining 3mm physically so the optical beam is not 

interrupted. Therefore, it was necessary to add a delay to the control system, which postpones the 

presence detection until the uplift is actually in the working position and the detection is reliable. 

 

Speeding up the cycle of the DS 

During activation of the DS with the production line, there was exceeded the cycle time. One possi-

ble optimization is to implement several motions at once. For proper functionality of the DS, it is 

necessary to perform all movements in series. The only exception is the last two movements of au-

tomatic cycle - the movement of the V1 cylinder down and the V2 cylinder to the left simultaneous-

ly. The controversial is the movement of the cover pot. However, to avoid contamination of the 

product, it is always necessary to wait until the pot is in the cover position. 

 

Checking count of the shots to the cover pot 

In the automatic mode, there is a function in the control software of the DS for automatic regenera-

tion. This function cleans the dispensing equipment after elapsing of the preset interval. By execut-

ing the regeneration function, the amount of silicone mixture is shot to the cover pot in order to not 

cure in the dispensing needle. To avoid overflowing the cover pot and pollution of the DS, there 

was added a counter into the control software. This counter does not allow pouring more doses than 

it is set in the parameters. After reaching the maximum number of doses, the operator must replace 

the pot and reset the counter. 
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4 Solution design of the mechanical part 
This chapter mostly deals with the mechanical part of the design of the DS. Suitable mechanical 

parts for the construction of the DS and components for positioning the manipulator are selected 

according to the requirements from the chapter 2 and 3. Sensors and electrically controlled elements 

are also designed below. The control design will follow in the chapter 5. 

 

4.1 Manufactured components and fasteners 

Several recommendations are introduced in the company for the manufacture of special machines to 

improve the quality of the resulting products and accelerate the production and assembly. As the 

connecting material, there is the most used Hexagon socket head cap screw according to ISO 4762, 

which is screwed directly into the thread in the component. This type of screw connection is pre-

ferred (e.g. in contrast to the option of the connection bolt + nut). Parts (especially plates) are made 

from material AlMg4.5Mn0.7 (DURAL), because they are easy machinable and it is not necessary 

to abrade the whole surface. In contrast, steel materials corrode and all surfaces must be abraded. 

Steel materials are used for mechanical stressed parts (such as the stop). This is only a rough classi-

fication, selection of materials and components are mainly governed by the component functionali-

ty. 

 

4.2 Actuator set 

The DS includes several moving parts. The basic concept of the actuator assembly is developed in 

this chapter in accordance with the requirements from the chapter 2.2. The actuator is realized by 

the pneumatic cylinder, see the schema in Fig. 9. An electric actuator can be also used, but in this 

case the pneumatic cylinder has many advantages. The distribution of compressed air is normally 

available in the workplace, where the machine is operated. The pneumatic cylinder is very reliable 

and cheap due to simple construction. The electric actuators are used more in situations where the 

moving part must be placed in multiple positions or working position is frequently changed and this 

change must be controlled directly from the PLC. The stops are used to define the end position of 

the pneumatic drives. They are adjusted mechanically and this adjustment is constant during opera-

tion. 

The functional element according to the scheme in Fig. 9 is a moving part that is attached to 

the frame by using a linear guideway. Characteristic of the linear guideway is detailed in the chapter 

4.2.2. The pneumatic cylinder is also attached to the frame. Due to manufacturing inaccuracies, the 

axis of the motion of the rod is not the same as the axis of the moving parts. Because the force 

transfer is required only in the axis of motion, a floating joint is used, see Fig. 10. The floating joint 

is freely turnable and the force is transferred only in the axis of the motion.  
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Fig. 9 Schema of pneumatic actuator  

 

If there may not be the adjustable end position, advantage of the end position and the pneumatic 

damping of the cylinder is taken, see properties in the chapter 4.2.1. If the adjustable end position is 

needed, it is necessary to use the adjustable stop and shock absorber. Design of the adjustable end 

position with shock absorber is in the chapter 4.2.3.  

The control of the pneumatic cylinder is provided with the control valves (see the chapter 4.6) 

and by using the speed controls (see the chapter 4.2.4). The feedback of the motion of the cylinders 

is realized by using the proximity sensors that take magnetic field, so the rod with a magnet must be 

selected. Sensors are placed in the groove of the cylinder. More information about proximity sensor 

is in [22]. The active position can be adjusted by moving the sensor in the groove, see Fig. 10. 

 

4.2.1 Pneumatic cylinder 

The DNC Standard cylinder, double-acting, based on ISO 15552 was selected for realizing of three 

motions. The first parameter is the diameter of the piston that affects width and height of the actua-

tor and the output force. For all three motions, the smallest cross-section (diameter 32mm) was suf-

ficient. If different type of the cylinder with optional smaller piston diameters was selected, the cost 

would be higher. Because sufficient space is reserved, it was not necessary to choose more expen-

sive options. Only space around the covering pot is too small so a smaller cylinder that includes also 

linear guideway, was selected. Price of the smaller cylinder with an integrated linear guideway and 

shock absorber is approximately 6 times higher than the price of the standard cylinder DNC. A 

presentation of the real pneumatic cylinder is shown in Fig. 10. This pneumatic cylinder is from the 

Vertical motion assembly and it is used in the DS. 
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Fig. 10 Pneumatic cylinder 

 

The second parameter of the cylinder is the travel length – this affects the overall length of the cyl-

inder. A space required for DNC cylinder is approximately 2 times larger than the travel length. If 

we design in a confined space, we can use pneumatic rodless cylinders. It is evident that the cylin-

der from the Vertical motion subassembly (in the Fig. 25) is placed economically in terms of space. 

In contrast, the pneumatic cylinder in the Horizontal motion subassembly (see Fig 26) is the only 

part that increases the width of the equipment, which was limited according to the customer re-

quirements. Fortunately, the motion between positions of housing 1 and 2 is small enough and it is 

not necessary to use the rodless cylinder, which is several times more expensive. 

When the travel length is determined, a reserved distance must be added in order to set the cor-

rect end position in the future. In the 3D model design, it was calculated with the reserved distance 

of at least 10 mm between the desired end position and the real end position of the pneumatic cylin-

ders. The list of the used cylinders is in the Tab. 1. 

 

Tab. 1: Used cylinders 

Subassembly Type Order No. Supplier Common No. 

Horizontal motion DNC-32-125-PPV-A 163 310 Festo 201 

Vertical motion DNC-32-80-PPV-A 163 308 Festo 301 

Uplift DNC-32-200-PPV-A 163 312 Festo 401 

 

Order code consists of the type of the cylinder (DNC), the piston diameter (32mm) the travel length 

and other optional parameters. The parameter PPV (Pneumatic Cushioning, adjustable on Both 

Sides) must be selected for assembly where the adjustable stop with the shock absorber is not used. 

Even in cases where an external adjustable stop with the shock absorber is used, the cushioning 

integrated to the cylinder is selected in order to avoid damages by the wrong settings of the cylin-

der. The last parameter A defines that the magnet is on the piston, which is necessary for correct 

function of the proximity sensors on the cylinder. The selection of the sensor with connecting cable 

is in Tab. 2. 

 

Tab. 2 Proximity sensor 

Part Type Order No. Supplier 

Sensor PNP SMT-8F-PS-24V-K0,3-M8D 525 899 Festo 

Connecting cable 5m NEBU-M8G3-E-5-LE3 569 843 Festo 
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4.2.2 Linear guideway 

To attach the moveable parts to the frame, the linear guideway from Hiwin is selected, see [15]. The 

linear guideway consists of a block (a carriage) and a rail, see Fig. 11. Several restrictive conditions 

must be taken into account for the selection. The main limit factor is the load of the block that can 

be the axial force and the torque moment. For all three manipulators, where the linear guideway is 

used, the smallest blocks are selected from a standard series HG, see Tab. 3. More information 

about HG series is in [14]. 

 

Tab. 3 Linear guideway - parameters 

Rail HGR15R-330-H 

Block HGH15CA-ZOH 

 

There is reserved enough space in the design for the blocks. If it is necessary to use blocks with 

smaller dimensions than standard, it must be selected from the series of precise blocks that are more 

expensive. Only in case of moving the covering pot, there is not enough space and it must be used a 

cylinder with the integrated linear guideway. 

The size and the type of mounting to a part are optional parameters of the block. Blocks with 

mounting on the top side are selected for all three uses of the linear guideway. The plate for the 

moving part is located on this side and it is mounted by screws which are on the front side of the 

machine and they are easily accessible for a mechanic. 

 

 

 

Fig. 11 Linear guideway 

 

The size of the rail is determined according to the type of the block that is used. Only the length is 

optional parameter for rails. The length of the rail consists of the travel length of the manipulator, a 

distance for adjusting the end position and the length of the block. The design length is obtained by 

summing. The total rail length is a multiple of the spacing of the holes for screws in the rail plus the 

offset at the edges. Total length must be longer than the required design length. 

 

4.2.3 Shock absorber assembly 

A shock absorber is a part of the manipulator. The assembly of the shock absorber with the end stop 

is used in the design of the DS, see Fig. 12. The end plane of some type of the shock absorbers can 

be used as the stop. For the DS, the shock absorber from SMC is selected, see [17]. After a phone 

consultation with a dealer from SMC, it was discovered that their shock absorbers cannot be used 

also as the stop. The rod of the shock absorber may not be closer than 0.2mm from the edge of the 

shock absorber. Therefore, the external stop is mounted on the shock absorber and secured by the 

lock nut (see Fig. 12). The secure distance for the rod of the shock absorber is provided this way. 

The shock absorber is mounted to a holder that can be attached to a frame. The thread of the shock 

absorber is used to adjusting the end position. By turning of the shock absorber in the holder, the 

correct end position of the stop can be set and then this position is secured by a lock nut. 
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Fig. 12 Assembly of shock absorber  

  

For selection of a shock absorber, several characteristic quantities must be determined in order to 

find the appropriate type for our application in the catalog. The characteristic quantities are impact 

velocity, kinetic energy per stroke, additional force and more. Specialized tools from Festo are used 

to calculate these quantities and selection of an appropriate shock absorber, see [9]. 

The presentation of the design of the shock absorber for the Vertical motion assembly is shown 

in Fig. 13. Input parameters are only estimates, because accurate data were not known at design-

time. The mass of moving parts was determined from manufactured parts by computation in the 

CAD model. The mass of purchased parts is taken from the catalogs or it is estimated. The total 

moving mass is determined on four kilograms for the manipulator from the Vertical motion assem-

bly. Impact velocity of the pneumatic cylinder is chosen 0.1m/s based on the measurements on an-

other device with similar parameters of pneumatic cylinders. Additional force depends on the diam-

eter of the piston and the working pressure of the pneumatic cylinders. There is a table in the cata-

log of pneumatic cylinders (see [6]), where we can find the additional force 434N for this selected 

type. According to the maximum cycle time, the number of strokes of the shock absorber per se-

cond is determined. The maximum cycle time is 40s according to the instruction from the chapter 

2.2. During this time, the dispensing head have to encapsulate both two housings, i.e. four moves in 

the Vertical motion assembly during 40s. Thus, the number of strokes per second is 1/10. There is 

chosen one shock absorber in the field “Number of the shock absorbers”. A larger count of shock 

absorbers are needed only if the maximum shock energy received per hour is exceeded. 

 

 

Fig. 13 Main configuration of a shock absorber [9] 

 

When all input variables are entered, tool from Festo selects all suitable configurations of the shock 

absorbers. The results are shown in Fig. 14. The limiting factor is the absorbed energy at one stroke 

in this case. It is recommended that this energy ranged between 70-80% of maximum power per 
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stroke, this corresponds to the shock absorber YSR-10-10-C. The customer later requests a shock 

absorber from SMC, therefore RB1412 was chosen, that has a corresponding catalog parameters. 

 

 

 

Fig. 14 Selection of a shock absorber [9] 

 

4.2.4 Speed controller and Speed controller with pilot check valve 

According to the schema in Fig. 9, the control valve is connected to the cylinder. The cylinders that 

are used in the DS are double-acting and each includes two air input/output holes with thread. Fit-

tings are screwed into these threads and they connect the cylinder with the pressure air hose. The 

hose is connected to the control valve, see the chapter 4.6. Two types of the fitting with special 

functions are used in the DS – speed controller and speed controller with pilot check valve. Fittings 

are selected from [4]. 

 

The speed controller 

The speed controller from [7] is selected for the DS. The butterfly on the output is integrated in the 

fitting. If the pressure air is fed into the fitting, air can steadily flow into the cylinder. If air is 

pushed out from the internal space of the cylinder by moving the piston, air must pass again through 

the fitting that includes the butterfly in this direction of the flow, so the flow is limited. This re-

duced velocity of pneumatic cylinders. The schematic label of the speed controller is shown in Fig. 

17. The real implementation of the speed controller is shown in Fig. 15. 

If the speed controller is used for both input holes of the double-acting cylinder, we can control 

the velocity of the movement to the initial position and to the working position. The limiting of 

flow is adjusted by handwheel, see Fig. 15. If the cylinder is empty, no air flows out of the internal 

space and it is not possible to limit the flow by speed controller. The pneumatic cylinder always 

remains pressurized due to the last movement during the operation. When the machine is turned off, 
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the circuit is closed so the compressed air cannot escape out. The critical situation occurs after the 

first assembly of the equipment. Then, it is suitable to activate the equipment with reduced pressure 

to avoid an accident due to high speed movement of the pneumatic cylinder. 

 

 
  

 

Fig. 15 Speed controller 

 

Speed controller with pilot check valve 

The logic controller – the speed controller with pilot check valve (see Fig. 16) is another type of the 

fitting. The logic controller from [8] is selected for the DS. This logic controller must be used in the 

Vertical motion subassembly. The upper position is the initial position of the Vertical motion subas-

sembly. For example, if the hose is damaged and the pressure in the circuit is decreased, the pneu-

matic cylinder starts to slide down by influence of gravity. This can be avoided with the logic con-

troller, which is involved according to the schema in Fig. 17. The logic controller works like the 

speed controller, but it includes an additional input. Through the speed controller, air from the in-

ternal space of the cylinder can anytime flows out, the flow is only limited and it is not stopped. For 

the desired function of the logic controller, the compressed air must also flow in the second input of 

the logic controller otherwise the flow of air from the cylinder is blocked. The second input is con-

nected with the fitting on the opposite end of the cylinder by using the t-connector. This ensures that 

the cylinder can move only if there is the compressed air on the opposite side of the cylinder. 

  

 

Fig. 16 Speed controller with pilot check valve 

 

4.3 Controlling the pneumatic cylinders 

An electrically operated valve is used to control the pneumatic cylinders in the DS. The DS contains 

several pneumatic cylinders, i.e. several valves that are normally delivered in groups called a valve 

terminal, see [12]. The valve terminal is assembled according to a pneumatic diagram that must be 
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created before ordering. The part of the pneumatic diagram for the Vertical motion subassembly 

and the Pot cylinder subassembly is shown in Fig. 17. The whole pneumatic diagram for the DS is 

in [21]. 

The V4 cylinder (the cylinder for the covering pot) includes the speed controllers. The control 

valve is closed in the off mode to prevent free movement of the pneumatic cylinder. The V3 cylin-

der (the cylinder for the dispensing head) includes the logic controllers and circuit is involved with 

a protection against sliding down. The tristate control valve is open in the initial position to ensure 

correct function of the logic controllers. 

  

 

 

Fig. 17 Part of pneuschema – pneumatic cylinders and valves 

 

There is a question, why is it necessary to use the logic control valve, when the cylinder is also una-

ble to move in case of the closed valve in the initial state. Although the functions are similar, possi-

ble malfunctions and the reliability must be also considered. Sliding down is blocked by the logic 

controller at the cylinder, so the cylinder slides down only if the real logic controller is damaged. 

The spontaneous movement of the cylinder is blocked by the control valve for the second variant. 
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Air hose between the pneumatic cylinder and control valve is the most loaded. The hose is made of 

soft material, it can be easily cut, it suffers from fatigue caused by movement of the manipulator, 

etc. If the hose is damaged or there occurs leaks, the manipulator slides down spontaneously. The 

Vertical motion assembly weighs several kilograms, but there are used manipulators much heavier 

and then the kinetic energy of the sliding manipulator is dangerous (e.g. for the worker who per-

forms service). For this reason, the structure of the manipulator described in the chapter 3.3 is de-

signed in a way that the Vertical motion assembly is placed on the Horizontal motion assembly, so 

the mass is minimalized. 

 

4.4 Frame components 

The request for ease disassembly and assembly of the equipment with the conveyer for the transport 

is in the chapter 3.3. For the main frame of the DS, the BOSCH strut profile (see Fig. 18) is used. 

Detailed information about the profile can be found on the web [18]. 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 18 Frame profile 

 

Selected technical parameters of the profile are given in Tab. 4. The final design of the main frame 

was created in the Autodesk Inventor software. The profile with the cross-section 45x45mm is used 

for the entire frame. Only for the door, the profile with cross-section 30x30mm is used. 

 

Tab. 4 Frame profile - parameters 

Order No. 3 842 990 520 

Description 45x45, L=XXXX, -/- 

Groove 10 

Weight per length [kg/m] 2 

Profile surface A [cm2] 7,5 

Material AlMgSi 0,5 F25 

Surface material Aluminium, anodized 

 

The profiles were attached by the bolt connector, see Fig. 19. More information about the bolt con-

nector is given in [19]. The parameters, ordering code and description of the bolt connector are 

summarized in Tab. 5. The connecting bolt connects two BOSCH profiles which are placed perpen-

dicular to each other. The hole is drilled to first profile and there is placed pin (see cross-section in 

Fig. 19). The Hexagon socket head cap screw is placed on each side of the pin and it is tightened by 

using T-nut to the second profile. Then the joint is enclosed with plastic caps. 
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Tab. 5 Bolt connector - parameters 

Order No. 3 842 500 921 

Description Bolt connector D=17x45; groove 10/10 

Material Bolt: galvanized steel, chromated transparent  

Centring bolt, caps: black PA 

 

The connecting bolt has very good strength that was checked during assembling with the conveyer. 

The pumps and the flowmeters of the EDD placed on the main plate are shown in Fig. 29. This 

plate is placed on the BOSCH profiles on the frame of the DS and the equipment weighs several 

kilograms. During assembling the DS with the conveyor, the whole front part must be disassem-

bled. The operation panel was temporarily attached to the back prop. There stays only the EDD 

equipment that is not possible easily to disassembly and assembly back due to hoses and cables 

which are already integrated to the DS. So, the EDD equipment stays hanging on the BOSCH pro-

files and it is attached only by two connecting bolts from the back side of the frame. At this mo-

ment, hundreds Nm load of bending moment are on two connecting bolts. The connecting bolts and 

profiles withstood the temporary state without damages. 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 Connection of frame profiles 

 

4.5 Cable carriers 

The cable carriers are used for protection of the hoses and cables and they provide adequately bend-

ing radius. Using of the cables suitable to cable carriers is necessary in order to prevent the damages 

caused by bending stress. The cable carrier for the DS is selected from the Kabelschlepp (see Fig. 

20). More details are on pages [16]. The basic series MONO is the cheapest variant of the cable 

carrier, but it offers only fixed configurations. Suitable configuration from the MONO series was 

not found for the DS so the cable carrier is selected from the configurable UNIFLEX series. 
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Fig. 20 Model of the cable carrier 

 

The cable carrier is necessary to be use between the main frame of the DS and the Horizontal mo-

tion subassembly. The nominal length of the movement is 100mm (the distance between the dis-

pensing point of the housing 1 and 2). The length of the cable carrier consists of the active dis-

placement of the manipulator, the reserved distance for tuning the boundary positions and the offset 

of the initial position (the fixed and moving part of the cable carrier may not be at the same plane). 

The selected length of the cable carrier is 300mm. The fixed part of the cable carrier is mounted to 

the C frame and the moving part is mounted to the main plate of the Vertical motion subassembly. 

The size of the cable carrier depends on the number and size of the hoses and cables that will 

be in the cable carrier. The list of them is given in Tab. 6. After subsequent analysis of dimensions, 

the cable carrier of the type 0250.030 from the UNIFLEX series is selected and the width BI is de-

termined. 

 

Tab. 6 Cabels and hose inside of cable carrier 

Count Name 

2 Hose for Vertical motion 

2 Sensor for Vertical motion 

2 Hose for Pot cylinder 

2 Sensor for Pot cylinder 

1 Difuse sensor 

1 Inductive sensor 

 

The cable carrier was configured in [20]. The type UNIFLEX 0250.030 was selected in the category 

of the cable carriers. The configurable parameters are Inner link width, Bending radius, Travel 

length, Fixed point offset, Fixed point connector and Driver connector. The values of optional pa-

rameters and dimensions of the cable carrier are in Fig. 21. The specific number (the order number) 

of the cable carrier is UNIFLEX 0250.030-30-45-375 FH/MA. After generating the 3D models of 

the cable carrier (the initial and work position), they can be downloaded and imported to the 3D 

model of the DS. 
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Fig. 21 Configuration of cable carrier 

4.6 Valve terminal and compressed air preparation 

The distribution of the compressed air is provided in operating area of the DS. However, the pres-

sured air has different parameters than are required for the DS. Therefore, it is necessary to use the 

air preparation unit to ensure the removing of impurities and reducing pressure to the prescribed 

value and it also includes sensors for detecting faults. More information is on the web [13]. 

The following list is a list of air treatment modules: 

 

The Air preparation unit consists of: 

1. Manual On-off valve 

2. Filter unit 

3. Pressure regulator 

4. Pressure gauge 

5. Electric On-off valve 

6. Soft-start valve 

7. Pressure sensor 

 

The pneumatic diagram for the air preparation unit is shown in Fig. 22. The real air preparation unit 

is shown in Fig. 23. The distribution of the compressed air is usually 8bar, but the DS is designed 

for operation pressure of 6bar. Reducing the air pressure is provided by the pressure regulator (3). 

The value of the output air pressure can be monitored on the manometer (4). In case of switching 

off the machine, disruption of safety (such as the door opening) or turning off the control, the sup-

ply of the compressed air to the DS is blocked by using the electric On-off valve (5) to avoid dam-

aging of the equipment or injury. The supply of the compressed air can be also blocked by the man-

ual On-off valve (1). When the compressed air is closed or opened, it leads to shocks which can 
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reduce the equipment life. Therefore, the air preparation unit also includes the soft-start valve (6) 

that smoothly increases/decreases the output pressure. The equipment is designed for the operating 

pressure 6bar, which is sensed by the last module of the air preparation unit - Pressure sensor (7). If 

the sensor reports, that there is lower pressure in the system, the failure "Pressure air" is generated 

in the PLC, see Tab. 8. 

 

 

 

Fig. 22 Pneumatic diagram of the compressed air preparation unit 

 

The air preparation unit (Fig. 23 on the left) is from the Festo company, see [13]. The valve termi-

nal from the series MPA (see Fig. 23 on the right) is connected to the air preparation unit. Accord-

ing to the situation from the Fig. 23, the valve terminal is only connected with the air preparation 

unit. 

 

 

Fig. 23 Real assembly of the preparation of compressed air unit 
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4.7 Sensors 

4.7.1 Sensor for detecting the product 

The sensor for detecting the product is selected from [10]. The Photoelectric retro-reflective sensor 

emits beam from the LED source that is returned by reflector. It can reliably detect both transparent 

and reflective objects. The light is visible and red. The sensor is designed for voltage 10V-30V. It is 

used 24V for the DS. Consumption of the sensor is 20 mA. The sensing mode is selected the PNP 

(mostly used in this company). The switching frequency is 1000Hz and the response time is smaller 

than 0.5ms. The reflector PL20 is part of the delivery of the sensor. 

In the DS, the retro-reflective sensor is used for the detection of the presence of the housing 1 

and 2 and for detection of throwing in the bad part into the red box. The detection is based on inter-

ruption of the light beam of the sensor. Sensor connection is via socket M8, 4pin. The sensing range 

is 0.01-2m. The actual retro-reflective sensor of the DS is shown in Fig. 24. 

 

 

Fig. 24 Photoelectric retro-reflective sensor 

4.7.2 Sensor for level detection 

Before dispensing process to the housings, there is the requirement (according to the chapter 2.2) 

for checking whether the housing has not been processed yet. Because the presence of the silicone 

mixture (that is in the raw state - fluid) is detected, it is possible to use only optical sensors that are 

not being contaminated during sensing. For the level detection, the retro-reflective sensor WTB8L-

P2131 from the SICK is used, see [11]. This sensor detects the reverse reflection of the beam. The 

range of the sensor can be adjusted with the potentiometer. The objective is to monitor the height of 

the interior of the housing. If it is empty, the height is about 2 to 3mm smaller than there is the sili-

cone mixture. There are electronic components in the PCB that can be height up to 2mm, so then 

the difference about 1mm must be detected. It is suitable to design the holder of the sensor in a way 

that the sensor senses a place on PCB, where are no electronic components, in order to the differ-

ence of levels was as large as possible. Sensor holder will also contain elements for position ad-

justment in the principal axes for later accurate tuning the scanned point. The sensor shows a 

scanned point by using the red light that is visible by eye. The output of the sensor can be monitored 

on the TP (indicator "Silicone not present" in Fig. 36) or there is special red signal LED on the sen-

sor for this purpose. 

Connection is via M8 connector, 3-pin. The logic of the device (output active/inactive while 

the reflection is detected) can be switched by using the second potentiometer on the side of the sen-

sor. The range of the sensor is 40-300mm. Sensing rate is up to 2kHz. The dimensions are 11mm x 

31mm x 20mm and the weight is 10g. The supply voltage is 10-30V with consumption less than 

30mA. 

 

4.8 Vertical motion 

In the chapter 3.3, the Vertical motion assembly was defined as a subsystem of horizontal motion. 

The part of the Vertical motion assembly (see Fig. 25) is the cover pot subsystem. In this arrange-
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ment, the cover pot moves together with the dispensing head during moving between the point for 

processing the housing 1 and the point for processing the housing 2. The sensor for detection of the 

encapsulation of the housing was originally designed in both positions with mounting to the frame. 

However, it was changed during the design, so it is placed into the Vertical motion assembly. 

Therefore, it is necessary to consider the state of the equipment in control software and according 

this, the bad part is reported. If it is used only one sensor, the bad part (the housing was already pro-

cessed) can be detected before dispensing only in position 1. In position 2, the bad part can be de-

tected after the successful processing of the housing 1. This is a minor disadvantage. On the other 

hand, one sensor is spared. Also, the holder of the sensor is a part of the Vertical motion assembly 

so there is more space and the entry to the DS is better. 

On the main plate of the Vertical motion assembly, the cylinder V3 and the linear guideway is 

mounted. The plate of the head is mounted on the linear guideway. On the plate of the head, the 

dispensing head and the vertical stop are only attached. There is no cable guideway between the 

main plate of the Vertical motion assembly and the plate of the head, because cables or hoses are 

not needed to get on the moving part. The cylinder driving the plate of the head is on the fixed part 

of the manipulator in terms of vertical movement. It must be lead the electric cables, compressed air 

and the hoses for the silicone mixture to the dispensing head. The EDD has a very limited length of 

the hoses with the silicone mixture between the pumps and the dispensing head (about to 1m). 

Therefore, it is necessary to place the pumps as close as possible to the dispensing head. The inlet 

hoses for the silicone mixture are very rigid in bending and they are braided by steel reinforcement. 

If the hoses led through the cable carrier, the length of the hoses would be longer. Also, the pres-

sured hoses for the silicone mixture are designated neither for small bending radius nor for frequent 

bending. So, hanging of the hoses from top is designed. If this type of hanging is used, the hoses are 

bended minimally and they are at a sufficient height so the influence of the vertical or horizontal 

movement is within the allowable limits. The actual implementation of the inlet to the dispensing 

head is shown in Fig. 43. 

If the dispensing head moves to the initial position (UP), the end stop of the cylinder and the 

integrated cushioning is used. The shock absorber assembly with the stop from the chapter 4.2.3 is 

used for the movement to the working position (DOWN). Adjusting the height of the dispensing 

needle above the hole in the PCB (according to Fig. 3) is possible by screwing or unscrewing the 

shock absorber and by securing lock nut. 

The system controlling the cover pot is at the bottom of the subassembly (see Fig. 25). The 

space was too small to use a cheaper variant of the standard cylinder from the chapter 4.2.1 and the 

linear guideway from chapter 4.2.2. Therefore, the cylinder with an integrated linear guideway is 

used. To capture the silicone mixture in the time between dispensing of the housing 1 and 2, com-

mon small PP salad bowl is used. It is also used in the start-up mode or the regeneration mode, see 

the chapter 5.3.2. If the pot is full, it must be replaced with a new one. 
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Fig. 25 CAD model of vertical motion assembly 

 

4.9 Horizontal motion 

The Horizontal motion subassembly includes the cylinder and the linear guideway for realization of 

the movement between the potting position of the housing 1 and the potting position of the housing 

2 (see Fig. 26). This subassembly contains also the main profile (see C Frame in Fig. 26) that is 

used for attaching the manipulator to the main frame of the equipment. The C Frame is designed 

sufficiently massive (solid) to ensure stable, repeatable and accurate position of the potting. The C 

frame defines the reciprocal spatial position between the housing and the dispensing needle. The 

exact positions must be tuned after assembling by using adjustable stops. The C frame is the biggest 

and the most loaded element so it is designed massively. It is not the only element for which it is 

necessary to provide sufficient rigidity. The objective of the DS is dispensing the silicone mixture 

exactly into the hole in the PCB of the housing. In order to fulfill this condition, the whole chain 

that connecting the dispensing needle and the housing, must be rigid enough. For all elements from 

the following list, the impact of stiffness under cyclic and dynamic loading must be considered in 

the design and then their properties must be adapted to the required conditions on the stiffness of 

the system. 

 

Chain of the elements between the dispensing needle and the housing: 

- Dispensing needle (plastic, protected by steel  tube attached to the head) 

- Head of the EDD 

- Plate of the head 

- Linear guideway 

- Plate of the vertical movement 
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- Linear guideway 

- Plate of the horizontal movement 

- C frame 

- Main plate of the uplift 

- Linear guideway 

- Moving plate of the uplift 

- Supporting plate 

- Holder of the locating pin 

- Carrier 

- Housing 

 

The entire chain consists of 15 elements. The chain consists of parts that are manufactured, pur-

chased or supplied by the customer. It is impossible to ensure sufficiently precise dimensions of the 

parts due to the large number of parts in the chain. Especially accuracy of the purchased part cannot 

be affected. Therefore, the design must include adjustable elements for later tuning the position for 

potting. The procedure for adjusting height of the dispensing needle against the hole in the PCB is 

in the chapter 4.8. Positioning of the needle axis against the hole axis of the housing 1 or against the 

hole axis of the housing 2 is done by using adjustable stops, see Fig. 26. The setting is done by 

screwing or unscrewing the shock absorber and securing by locknuts in the same way as in 4.8. Set-

ting the needle axis against the axis of the hole in a direction perpendicular to the horizontal move-

ment is discussed in the chapter 4.10. 

The Horizontal motion subassembly is fixed to the main frame statically so all the hoses with 

compressed air and electrical cables are led on the surface of the construction and they are attached 

by cleats. The Vertical motion subassembly is placed movably on the Horizontal motion assembly. 

On top part in Fig. 26, there is the cable carrier that provides the secure leading chain for hoses and 

cables to the moving part. Selection and design of the cable carrier is discussed in the chapter 4.5. 

Connected movable subassembly is driven by the V2 cylinder (see Fig. 26). The piston is joined to 

the draw rod of the Vertical motion assembly (see Fig. 25). The limit positions are set by positions 

of shock absorbers from Fig. 26 and they react to steel stops (the horizontal stop) of the Vertical 

motion subassembly (see Fig. 25). 

The Horizontal motion assembly includes set of the presence sensors and the holder with the 

reflectors (see Fig. 26). The sensors of presence are mounted on the plate, that is attached to the 

frame by using T-nut on the left side so the height of the sensors can be changed easily e.g. in case 

the model of the conveyor is changed during the design-time. This change of the height must agree 

with the mounting on the right side. On the right side, it is possible to mount the plate with sensor 

directly to the C frame, but the mounting is made by using another block due to easier change of the 

height. The height is not supposed for adjusting. If the height has to be changed, the plate of the 

sensors can be moved on the left side in the groove and a new block must be made for the right side 

(C frame will stay without changes). Modifying the C frame is much more difficult because it is the 

central component for the rest of the manipulator. 

The reflectors are fixed on the bar that appears anywhere in the room. It is true (see Fig. 26), 

but only in terms of division of the whole station to a separate subassemblies. In fact, the bar is at-

tached to the machine frame by using the T-nut (see Fig. 28) and the height of the reflectors can be 

set against the height of the sensors of the presence. The possibility of setting height is necessary 

because there are cumulative errors in dimensions due to large chain of the parts (sensors, plate of 

the sensors, C frame, Main frame, holder of the reflectors, reflector). Adjusting the height of the 

holder with reflector is possible after complete assembling the DS and inserting the housings. 
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Fig. 26 CAD model of horizontal motion assembly 

 

4.10 Uplift 

The last subassembly is the uplift (see Fig. 27), which is used for the precise location of the carrier. 

The carrier is moved to the DS by using the conveyor. Since the dispensing needle must hit a hole 

in the PCB of the housing with accuracy of tenth of a millimeter and the carrier can move freely on 

the conveyor in the order of millimeters, the carrier must be placed to the exact location before the 

dispensing process. For this purpose, there are position pins on the moving part of the uplift (see 

Fig. 27). When the carrier is placed under the dispensing head, the carrier is lifted using the Uplift 

manipulator a few cm above. In agreement with the company supplying the conveyor (and carriers), 

the locating bushes are added to the carrier in the agreed positions. If the carrier is lifted, the pins fit 

into the locating bushes and the position of the hole in the PCB for the dispensing process is set 

accurately. 

The Uplift manipulator consists of the pneumatic cylinder from the chapter 4.2.1 and the linear 

guideway from the chapter 4.2.2. If the Uplift manipulator slides down, the integrated stop and 

cushioning in the cylinder are used. If the Uplift manipulator goes up, the end position is set by us-

ing the shock absorber assembly from the chapter 4.2.3. The working position (UP) is adjustable 

and it determines the height of the carrier when it is lifted. By changing position of the stop, insert-

ing depth of the dispensing needle into the dispensing hole is affected. However, the adjustable stop 

is not designed for this purpose because access is difficult. The adjustable stop from the chapter 4.8 

is designed for final tuning the depth of insertion of the dispensing needle. 

The distance of the dispensing hole axis from the front plane (perpendicular to the vertical and 

horizontal motion) is the last direction that is necessary to set. This distance may be different in the 

dispensing position 1 or the dispensing position 2 (positions 1 and 2 have not to be parallel to the 

plate of the horizontal motion). The holders of the position pins are mounted to the support by 

screws that can move in clearance of the hole after releasing. By using this clearance, the distance 
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can be adjusted or the collinearity of the lifted carrier against the manipulator can be compensated, 

so the holes in the PCB of the housing are placed in both positions just below the dispensing needle. 

The Uplift subassembly is mounted to the Horizontal motion subassembly by using the holes 

on the left and right edge of the main plate of the Uplift subassembly (see Fig. 27). Number of holes 

is now doubled because entire Uplift subassembly must be lowered. During the production of the 

DS, the dimensions of the conveyor are changed and it has been found that the Uplift manipulator in 

the initial position (DOWN) collides with the moving part of the conveyor after the physical test. 

Fortunately, sufficient margin was considered for the length of the cylinder and the linear guideway, 

so only the holes in the main plate of the Uplift and the lower stop had to be modified. The Uplift 

assembly is lowered by shifting holes but it goes to greater heights due to shift of the lower stop so 

the working position is the same. 

 

 

Fig. 27 CAD model of uplift assembly 

 

4.11 Frame and manipulator 

The main frame assembly is marked in blue in Fig. 28. It contains the skeleton of the BOSCH pro-

files, the operating panel, the front door and the red box. According to the requirements of the chap-

ter 3.3, the main frame of the DS was designed from the BOSCH profiles. Properties of the BOSCH 

profile and connections are specified in the chapter 4.4. At the bottom of the frame, there are the 

adjustable leveling foots. The height of the horizontal BOSCH profiles above the floor is approxi-

mately 100mm in order to transport the machine by using the pallet truck. The operation panel is 

mounted on the right side of the main frame and real implementation is shown in Fig. 44. The door 

for the operator is located on the front side of the DS. The equipment is designed for automatic 
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mode and there is no need to enter it during the operation. However, if an error occurs (e.g., incor-

rectly inserting housing or covering pot is full), the operator must enter into the machine. In case 

entering into the machine during operation, there is a danger of operator injury. To meet the safety 

requirements from the chapter 3.3, there is the door lock with an electric switch at the entrance 

door. After opening the door, the machine is automatically set to a fault state and the safety relays 

turn off the supply of the compressed air and the force electric part of the DS, so the machine is 

almost powered off (works only diagnosis, which uses safe voltage 24V). Lock switch is serially 

connected to the Total stop button and signals are physically connected by wires in the switchbox, 

so the protection cannot be ignored as a bug in the software design. For the purpose of service, the 

function Span door can be switched on by the key in the manual mode of the machine (not in the 

automatic mode). In this case, it is assumed that the machine is operated by the operator trained and 

familiar with security measures and the operator is responsible for damages caused by improper 

handling. 

The red box is placed in the lower left front part of the frame. The entrance, where is possible 

to throw the bad parts, is on top part of the red box. There is also attached an optical retro-reflective 

sensor to detect throwing of bad part, see the requirements of the chapter 2.2. Removing the bad 

parts is possible by using the door in the front of the red box. The door is secured with a lock. 

By using the C frame, the Horizontal motion subassembly from the chapter 4.9 (marked in red 

in Fig. 28), is mounted to the main frame. Mounting is accomplished by using the T-nut in the 

groove of the BOSCH profile. To the Horizontal motion subassembly, then there are connected the 

other subassemblies - the Vertical motion subassembly from the chapter 4.8 (marked in green in 

Fig. 28) and the Uplift subassembly from the chapter 4.10 (marked in orange in Fig. 28). 
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Fig. 28 CAD model of the dispensing station assembly 

 

4.12 Layout of the Dispensing Station 

The final layout of the Dispensing station (DS) in the line is shown in Fig. 29. The line consists of a 

part for dispensing, the furnace, the cooling parts and the part for inserting (according to [2]). Each 

carrier goes through the line again, but only part for the insertion and for dispensing is shown in 

Fig. 29, because this parts directly affect design of the DS. The carriers are moved by using the ma-

nipulator from the cooling unit on the left side of the conveyor and they are taken by using another 

manipulator to the furnace on the right side. 

For further explanation, it is suitable to divide the line into three areas. The first area is part of 

the DS, which is designed separately and is shown in Fig. 28. The second area contains the refer-

ence components that are immutable (e.g. the housing or the pressure vessels of the EDD). The ref-

erence parts affected the design of the DS, but they cannot be changed or their parameters cannot be 

affected. The third area contains the parts that are designed by some external company (e.g., the 
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conveyor, the pump unit of the EDD, the carriers, etc.), hereinafter referred to as EDEC (element 

designed by an external company). The EDEC affect the design of the DS, but the requirements of 

the DS also affect recursively the design of the EDEC. The integration of EDEC to the DS was iter-

ative. Exchange of CAD models allows solving the spatial arrangement of the DS elements and 

EDEC. After the requirements of both parties are consulted, changes are suggested. The following 

text describes several examples how the design of the DS influenced the EDEC and how the design 

of the EDEC affected the DS. 

 

 
 

Fig. 29 CAD model of dispensing station layout 

 

Procedure of the design of the mechanical part of the DS 

Only the model of the carrier and the product were available in the first step of the design of the DS 

(marked in red in Fig. 29). The conveyor had not been designed yet. Therefore, it was possible to 

design only the upper part of the manipulator. After the model of the conveyor is accepted (high-

lighted in blue in Fig. 29), it was possible to design a solution how reliably place the carrier in the 

position for dispensing. As the most reliable alternative of mounting, the carrier is attached by using 

the positioning pins on the underside. So, the carrier must be adapted in a way the locating bushes 

are added. This requirement arises from the DS to EDEC side. Another requirement is the free 

space in the conveyor under the carrier due to possibility to go through with the Uplift manipulator. 

In the original design of the conveyor, the rods supporting the carrier were not in alignment, but 
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they were shifted and the Uplift could not go through. After adjustment of the carrier and the con-

veyor according to the new requirements, the Uplift assembly is designed according to the chapter 

4.10. Now, the design is approved and the DS is made. After the assembling, the design is changed 

due to additional requirements (not from the DS) and there is a collision between the conveyor and 

the frame of the DS. Because the DS has already been made and the conveyor is not, so the design 

of the conveyor is changed according to the build of the DS. These changes are partially successful 

and after assembling and testing the conveyor, additional collisions appear. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to make additional changes of the Uplift subassembly that are detailed in the chapter 4.10. 

During the design of the DS, it is necessary to keep in mind the assembling/disassembling of 

the conveyor with the DS. The state, where the conveyor is inside the DS, is shown in Fig. 29. The 

following procedure is supposed to get the conveyor from the DS (e.g. for transportation). The pro-

file that connects leveling foots at the bottom of the conveyor is removed. The operation panel and 

the front upper vertical profiles including door are removed from the DS. The frame of the DS is 

designed to hold loads of gear pumps and manipulator of the EDD temporarily (see 4.4). The con-

veyor is moved forward and the bottom profile of the conveyor is fixed again. The frame of the DS 

is assembled to the original state. The conveyor can be assembled back to the  functional state with 

the DS after the transportation by using the reversion procedure. 
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5 Software 
The Dispensing station (DS) is controlled by the PLC system. Monitoring the machine status and 

control is solved by using the touch panel (hereinafter referred to TP). The PLC system Siemens 

S7-200 and the touch panel Siemens TP177-micro are used. The USB/PPI Multi-Master cable is 

used for programming the control system of the DS. This converter allows programing the PLC and 

the touch panel. The real implementation of the converter is shown in Fig. 30. After successful pro-

gramming, it is not required to be connected to the controlling system of the DS and the converter 

can be disconnected. The laptop is used for programming. The PLC software is written in the Sie-

mens STEP7-Micro/WIN 4.0 application in the STL language. The software for the touch panel is 

created by the Siemens SIMATIC WinCC flexible 2008 application. 

 

 

Fig. 30 Programing cable 

 

5.1 Control Theory of the PLC system 

A system becomes mechatronic when the control system is connected with the mechanical parts of 

the DS, which are described in the chapter 4. Linking the software and the actuators is through the 

PLC - programmable logic controller. Interface between the mechanical (physical) part and the con-

trol is by using the terminal block on the input/output card of the PLC system. This interface is 

shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 31. The input/output terminal block of the PLC is highlight-

ed in blue. 

 

Control can be divided in two parts: 

- The first is the control of inputs and outputs of the PLC. Boolean values of the outputs are 

read from the special memory in each cycle of the PLC and then a voltage is set to the out-

put terminals. At the same time, the voltage values are measured on the physical inputs and 

written into a special memory. The special memory is like a block of data which are pro-

cessed in the PLC logic. 

- Processing the special memory (the schematic diagram called SOFTWARE) is shown in 

Fig. 31. Here is the second part of the operation. The software works as a function, where 

the function arguments are the values of inputs of a special memory. This function returns 

the output values that are written into the special memory. 

 

Until the evaluation of the control logic, there is no change in the physical inputs and outputs. On 

the other hand until reading and writing to the physical outputs is finished, the module of the con-

trol logic is not running. 
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The control logic can also use other parts of memory for timers, user variables, etc., but these 

relate purely to the logic of the software. The effect of the mechanical behavior to software or the 

effect of the software to the mechanical parts is only through the special memory discretely between 

two cycles of the PLC. This behavior must be respected during designing the software. Frequency 

of the logic control processing is not accurately given in the Siemens S7 PLC system, but it depends 

on the computational cost of the program. Therefore, it is necessary to use the timers for the imple-

mentation of the time-dependent functions. 

 
 

Fig. 31 Block diagram of the PLC system 

 

The user interface is done using the Siemens TP177 micro touch panel. Examples of graphical out-

puts are in Fig. 33 to Fig. 40 and the real implementation in Fig. 44. The touch panel is programmed 

in the Siemens SIMATIC WinCC flexible 2008 application. Features such as edit boxes, buttons, 

check boxes, etc. can be used. Other features are standard geometric elements such as line, rectan-

gle, circle, etc. This type of display is only black and white, but photos can be inserted too. There 

can be chosen in the image settings whether image is converted to grayscale or approximated. 

The touch panel is connected with the PLC control system. For each control on the TP, the pro-

cessing variable or a function that starts after the activation element can be set. The connection of 
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the TP with the control system is through tags within the meaning of software. The address of the 

variable, the synchronization time and the description are defined for each tag. The synchronization 

time determines how often is the value of the variable overwritten by the value from the main 

memory. The main memory is contained in the PLC and there are all user variables and the special 

memory for the physical inputs and outputs. The PLC also contains a battery that even keeps in the 

system the last saved values after powering off. The TP uploads the values of variables and changes 

the behavior and the content on the screen after elapsing the set period of synchronization time. 

Responding to user commands are also implemented through variables/tags. For example, by press-

ing a button on the TP, the function SetBitWhileKeyPressed that is linked with the user variable is 

activated. Then the clone of the user variable is synchronized with the main memory of the PLC. 

After synchronizing, the PLC executes the program and finds this variable is now set to positive 

value so performs an appropriate operation (such as switching on lights). If the button on the TP is 

released, after next synchronization, the variable in the main memory of the PLC becomes negative 

and the light is switched off. 

To summarize, the PLC contains the main memory. The control logic is managed by this main 

memory. Other devices are synchronized with the main memory and they can read or write data to 

it. 

 

5.2 Basic components of the control 

The starting point for programming the PLC in the STEP7-Micro/WIN application is the MAIN 

function. The MAIN function is called in every cycle of the PLC and other functions must be called 

from the body of the MAIN function. The following code snippet is the part of the body of function 

MAIN, where sub-functions for the controlling the DS are called. 

 
CALL   Init 

CALL   SwitchMode 

CALL   FAILURE 

CALL   MANUAL 

CALL   TO_IP 

CALL   AUTOMATIC 

CALL   OUTPUTS 

 

Instruction CALL transfers control to the subroutine. Init subroutine (see the chapter 5.2.1), FAIL-

URE subroutine (see the chapter 5.2.2) and OUTPUTS subroutine (see the chapter 5.2.3) are de-

scribed in more detail below. Logic of switching profiles of the DS among AUTOMATIC, MAN-

UAL and OFF is included in the SwitchMode subroutine. Functional components for driving the 

DS in manual mode such as moving the cylinder or dispensing commands are included in the sub-

routine MANUAL. The TO_IP subroutine checks, if there exists the requirement for returning the 

initial position and then it executes instructions step by step for reaching the initial position. The 

state machine (see the chapter 5.4.2) is implemented in the AUTOMATIC subroutine and there are 

also all states of the automatic cycle (detailed in 5.4.1). It may seem that it is possible to execute 

driving to the initial position and driving in the automatic cycle at the same time. In fact, it is im-

possible because the functions are interdependent (they work with the same memory) and they are 

checking the current operating mode. Function calls are here due to the division of code into smaller 

parts and improving clarity
1
. 

 

                                                 
1
 The STEP7-Micro/WIN application also allows calling subroutine with parameters and its own stack, but the company 

does not use this technique. Another programmer from the company can also modify the DS, so the programming ap-

proach introduced in the company is used. 
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5.2.1 Initialization section 

The input signals from Tab. 7 are processed into a form suitable for programming logic of the DS in 

other sections (sections MANUAL, AUTOMATIC, etc.). The following text describes examples of 

processing input signals. Each input of the PLC is labeled with the address, e.g. I1.2. The letter I 

symbolizes the part of PLC memory reserved for storing the state of the input terminals. The digits 

before the dot denotes the port number (depending on the choice of hardware and wiring) and the 

digits after the dot denote the bit. Each port has maximal 8 digital inputs (labeled 0-7). According to 

the address of input, the terminal, to which the signal cable is connected, can be found on the PLC. 

Each physical terminal also includes signaling LED, which is very useful for debugging. The physi-

cal address of input can be used directly for programming, but using of symbolic variables is more 

suitable, because they can be labeled according to their function. In case of changing or reusing the 

code in another project, only the mapping table of inputs to symbolic variables is modified and the 

program remains unchanged. 

 

Tab. 7 Inputs 

Variable Address Description 

_toIP I0.0 Button - go to initial position 

_MANUAL I0.1 Switch - MANUAL mode 

_AUTOMATIC I0.2 Switch - AUTOMATIC mode 

_DoorSpan I0.3 Switch - spanning of door 

_ResetFailure I0.4 Restoring switch - reset failure 

_PressureOK I1.0 Sensor - pressure OK 

_ControlON I2.0 Button - Control ON 

_CentralStop I2.1 Secure button on OP - Central STOP 

_DoorOpen I2.2 Secure switch - door is open 

_2L2_OK I2.3 Voltage for inputs 2L2+ - OK 

_2L3_OK I2.4 Voltage for secure outputs 2L3+ (switched) - OK 

_2L4_OK I2.5 Voltage for outputs 2L4+ - OK 

_SiliconePresence I3.0 Sensor - Presence of silicon in housing 

_DispensingPosition I3.1 Sensor - Dispensing position is set 

_HousingSet1 I3.2 Sensor - Housing 1 is set 

_HousingSet2 I3.3 Sensor - Housing 2 is set 

_BadPartThrowIn I3.7 Sensor - Bad part was throw in the red box 

_1S_IP I4.0 Sensor - Cylinder V1 Uplift carrier - down (IN) IP 

_1S_WP I4.1 Sensor - Cylinder V1 Uplift carrier - up (OUT) WP 

_2S_WP I4.2 Sensor - Cylinder V2 Horizontal motion - right (IN) WP 

_2S_IP I4.3 Sensor - Cylinder V2 Horizontal motion - left (OUT) IP 

_3S_IP I4.4 Sensor - Cylinder V3 Vertical motion - up (IN) IP 

_3S_WP I4.5 Sensor - Cylinder V3 Vertical motion - down (OUT) WP 

_4S_IP I4.6 Sensor - Cylinder V4 Pot cylinder - protect (OUT) IP 

_4S_WP I4.7 Sensor - Cylinder V4 Pot cylinder - hide (IN) WP 

_EDD_OK I5.0 Signal - External dispensing device OK 

_EDD_Failure I5.1 Signal - External dispensing device failure 

_EDD_MinLevel I5.2 Signal - EDD warning - minimal level of silicone in the container 

_EDD_Dispensing I5.3 Signal - External dispensing device dispensing 

_ConveyerStart I5.4 Signal - Conveyer is running 
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Cylinder V1 in the initial position 

The state of the cylinder is often processed in the initial section. Positive value is written to the user 

variable V1_IP if the cylinder V1 is in the initial position. The cylinder V1 is in the initial position 

if three conditions are fulfilled - signal _1S_IP of the proximity sensor on the cylinder is active, 

signal _1S_WP of the proximity sensor on the cylinder is inactive and the valve for the working 

position is inactive (_1Y_WP is inactive). 

Here is a sample code: 

 
LDN    _1S_PP 

A      _1S_VP 

AN     _1Y_PP 

=      V1_VP 

 

 

Conditions for moving the cylinder 

Common conditions for any movement of the pneumatic cylinders are merged into the one user 

variable labeled MoveCylinderPosibble. This way, the behavior of all cylinders can be changed 

from one point and the clarity of the program increases. The movement of pneumatic cylinders is 

not allowed in the OFF mode. If the door is opened, the movement is also blocked. Only exception 

is when the service operator uses the function Span door. 

All the conditions are implemented according to the following code sample: 

 
LD     _ControlON 

A      _PressureOK 

 

LDN    _DoorOpen              //Door OK 

O      _DoorSpan            //Door span 

ALD 

AB<>   0, ModeNumber             // mode OFF is not active 

=      MoveCylinderPosibble 

 

 

5.2.2 Failure states 

The control system of the DS includes elements for diagnostic of the system and reporting errors. 

Errors of the equipment are evaluated in the PLC system according to signals from sensors and sta-

tus of the DS. For each error, a unique bit is reserved in memory of the PLC. So, the response of the 

DS can be different on every error condition. The touch panel includes a list of error messages with 

description of the error (see Tab. 8). This list is linked with the main PLC memory, where the errors 

of the DS are stored. Detection of faults is in the section FAILURE (according to the introduction in 

the chapter 5.2). The following text describes some examples of implementations of the detection of 

fault conditions. 

 

Tab. 8 Errors and warnings  

1 MANUAL mode is required 
 

20 Confirm EDD start-up (Reset failure) 

2 Control On 
 

21 Pot is full 

3 Pressure air 
 

22 Not set in cycle (Reset failure) 

4 Failure V1 IP 
 

23 Mode Off - execute not possible 

5 Failure V1 WP 
 

24 Door open 

6 Failure V2 IP 
 

25 V1 must be in IP 

7 Failure V2 WP 
 

26 V1 must be in WP 
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8 Failure V3 IP 
 

27 V2 must be in IP 

9 Failure V3 WP 
 

28 V2 must be in WP 

10 Failure V4 IP 
 

29 V3 must be in IP 

11 Failure V4 WP 
 

30 V3 must be in WP 

12 Voltage 2L2+ 
 

31 V4 must be in IP 

13 Voltage 2L3+ (switched) 
 

32 V4 must be in WP 

14 Voltage 2L4+ 
 

33 Not possible - cleaning in progress 

15 Failure device EDD 
 

34 Central STOP 

16 Failure set dispensing position 
 

35 Inset 1 - Beam disturbed 

17 Minimal volume of vessels 
 

36 Inset 2 - Beam disturbed 

18 Insert bad part to red box 
 

37 Carrier in position for dispensing - NOK 

19 Confirm bad part (Reset failure) 
    

Malfunction of the presence sensor (the retro-reflective sensor): 

The sensor of presence is for detection of the housing in the working position of the V1 cylinder. If 

the V1 cylinder is in the initial position (DOWN), the housing with the carrier is outside the range 

of the sensor of presence so they cannot be detected. Due to this fact, if the sensor of presence re-

ported disturbing of the beam, an error arises. Disturbing the beam of the sensor of presence while 

the V1 cylinder is in the initial position can appear in cases such as foreign thing is forgotten inside 

the DS, the sensor or the reflector are damaged or the reflector is dirty. In every case, reliable detec-

tion of inserting is impossible (the sensor always reports that the housing is inserted) so an error 

"Beam of the presence sensor Z1 is disturbed" is reported. Sample code in the STL language: 

 
LD     V1_IP 

A      _HousingSet1 

=      disturbed_Z1 

 

Failure of cylinder motion: 

The air valve must be switched on in order to move the cylinder. Afterwards, the cylinder is filled 

by compressed air and moved to the desired position which is reported by the proximity sensor. The 

movement is not immediate (instant), but it takes some time. The timeout is defined in the control 

software of the DS. If the timeout exceeds, the failure of the cylinder motion is reported. Possible 

causes are incorrectly connected electrical cable, a damaged air hose and the most common defect - 

poorly adjusted or released proximity sensor on the cylinder. The failure of moving the V1 cylinder 

to the initial position is detected in the sample code below. If the control is switched on and the 

pressure sensor in the service unit reports that the pressure is OK, the failure of moving the cylinder 

is evaluated. For each cylinder, this failure is detected independently. The TON instruction creates 

and starts a timer in the PLC system. The step of the selected timer is 0.1s so timeout of the cylinder 

motion is set 50 0.1 5s s  . If the timeout expired, the T_Failure_V1IP variable of the timer is set to 

positive value and the P4_Failure is reported. 

 
LD     _ControlON 

A      _PressureOK                     //Pressure air is OK 

A      _1Y_IP 

AN     _1S_IP 

TON    T_Failure_V1IP, +50 

 

LD     T_Failure_V1VP 

MOVW   +4, Number_Failure 

=      P4_Failure 
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5.2.3 Output section 

Like input signals in the initial section (from the chapter 5.2.1) are converted to user variables more 

suitable for programming logic of the DS, other user variables are converted to output signals and 

the physical outputs are set accordingly. Examples of processing the output signals are in the fol-

lowing text. Each output of the PLC is labeled with the address such as Q1.2. The letter Q symbol-

izes the part of PLC memory reserved for storing the state of output terminals. The digits before the 

dot denotes the port number (depending on the choice of hardware and wiring) and the digits after 

the dot denote the bit. Each port has maximal 8 digital outputs (labeled 0-7). According to the ad-

dress of output, the terminal, to which the signal cable is connected, can be found on the PLC. Each 

physical terminal also includes signaling LED, which is very useful for debugging. Physical address 

of output can be used directly for programming, but using of symbolic variables is more suitable, 

because they can be labeled according their function. In case of changing or reusing the code in 

another project, only the mapping table of outputs to symbolic variables is modified and the pro-

gram remains unchanged. The list of output signals of the PLC including the physical address is 

given in Tab. 9. Code samples from the OUTPUT section are in the following text. 

 

Tab. 9 Outputs 

Variable Address Description 

_S_IP Q0.0 Signal light - Initial position is set 

_S_ControlON Q0.1 Signal light - Control ON 

_S_Failure Q0.2 Signal light - Failure 

_SH_PartNOK Q0.4 Signal head - Housings are bad 

_SH_PartOK Q0.5 Signal head - Housings are OK 

_B_DS_OK Q1.0 Beacon - Dispensing station is OK 

_B_ServiceMode Q1.1 Beacon - Service mode 

_B_Failure Q1.2 Beacon - Failure 

_1Y_IP Q2.0 Relay - Cylinder V1 Uplift carrier - down (IN) IP 

_1Y_WP Q2.1 Relay - Cylinder V1 Uplift carrier - up (OUT) WP 

_2Y_WP Q2.2 Relay - Cylinder V2 Horizontal motion - right (IN) WP 

_2Y_IP Q2.3 Relay - Cylinder V2 Horizontal motion - left (OUT) IP 

_3Y_IP Q2.4 Relay - Cylinder V3 Vertical motion - up (IN) IP 

_3Y_WP Q2.5 Relay - Cylinder V3 Vertical motion - down (OUT) WP 

_4Y_IP Q2.6 Relay - Cylinder V4 Pot cylinder - protect (OUT) IP 

_4Y_WP Q2.7 Relay - Cylinder V4 Pot cylinder - hide (IN) WP 

_PressureON Q3.0 Relay - switch on pressure 

_DS_OK Q3.1 Signal - Dispensing station is OK 

_DispensingReady Q3.2 Signal - Dispensing station is ready for dispensing 

_EDD_StartUp Q3.4 Signal - External dispensing device Start-up 

_Regeneration Q3.5 Signal - Regeneration ON 

_PotProtected Q3.6 Signal - Pot is in position protect 

 

 

Signal for the EDD – Protected by the pot 

After the requirement for regeneration is sent, the EDD checks, if the signal PotProtected is active 

to avoid dispensing the silicone mixture outside the reserved area. The reserved area is the covering 

pot. The signal _PotProtected is linked with the position of the V4 cylinder in the output section. If 

the V4 cylinder is in the initial position, the covering pot is under the dispensing head and the re-

generation process is possible - so the signal _PotProtected is active. The simple sample code in the 

STL language is below: 
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LD     V4_IP 

=      _PotProtected 

 

 

Control of the pneumatic cylinder 

To move the cylinder, more than one output signal must be set. As an example, moving the V1 cyl-

inder to the initial position is chosen. The V1toIP variable is defined for this purpose. If positive 

value is set to this variable (e.g. in the section AUTOMATIC or MANUAL), all operations that are 

necessary for moving the V1 cylinder to the initial position are executed in the OUTPUT section. 

The first step is evaluating conditions for moving the cylinder - MoveCylinderPossible variable (see 

the chapter 5.2.1). Another condition is the status of the conveyor. To avoid the collision between 

the Uplift motion and the conveyor, the CarrierInPosition variable must be positive. If all conditions 

are fulfilled, the air valve for moving to the initial position of the V1 cylinder is opened and at the 

same time the air valve for moving to the working position is closed. Finally, the V1_toIP request 

for moving to initial position is reset thus the only one execution is guaranteed. The sample code in 

the STL is below: 

 
LD     V1toIP 

A      MoveCylinderPossible 

A     CarrierInPosition 

 

S      _1Y_IP, 1 

R      _1Y_WP, 1 

 

LD     V1toIP 

R      V1toIP, 1 

 

5.3 Software components 

5.3.1 Introduce 

The DS is controlled by using the touch panel. The control elements are spread into several screens. 

The linkage among the screens is shown in the diagram in Fig. 32. In the following subchapters, 

there are detailed the most important screens such as manual control, automatic operation, parame-

ter settings and the start conditions. All screens are created in the CZ or EN language version. 

The main screen is the Menu, from which we can move to other screens according to the dia-

gram in Fig. 32. All other screens include the button to return to the Menu screen at the center bot-

tom of the screen. Some screens include the other buttons for quick movement between similar 

screens at the bottom (e.g. among screens for manual control as Manual 1, Manual 2 and Manual 3). 

The current screen can be also controlled by software such as switching screen depending on 

the operation mode of the DS. When the Manual mode is switched over, the Manual menu screen is 

automatically displayed. When the DS is switched over to AUTOMATIC mode, the Automatic 1 

screen is immediately displayed. Some commands of the DS do not work in all modes, but the 

switching among screens is not limited. If some command is blocked, no operation is executed, but 

there is shown only a warning on the screen. The warning often shows the description of the restric-

tive condition such as "Movement of the V3 cylinder is possible only in manual mode". 
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Fig. 32 Schema of operation panel screens 

5.3.2 Manual mode 

All the basic operations according to the chapter 2.2 can be executed in the manual mode. The 

manual mode can be activated by turning the mode switch on the operation panel to the MANUAL 

position (see Fig. 44). Only the authorized operator can control the DS in the manual mode so the 

mode switch is secured by a key. For each control element on the screen, one of the predefined 

functions must be selected. For example, the SetBitWhileKeyPressed function is set to the button 

DOWN for moving the V1 cylinder to the initial position (see Fig. 33). This function requires set-

ting the processing variable. When the button is pressed, the processing variable is set to the posi-

tive value. After releasing the button, the value is set to negative value. The address from the PLC 

memory is linked to the processing variable from the TP, so the changed value takes effect after the 

next synchronization. After the synchronization, the work of the TP ends and the event is processed 

only in the PLC system. 

The routine for processing the bit variable of every single button is implemented in the PLC 

system. According to the last example, the routine for the event of the motion of the V1 cylinder is 

implemented in the MANUAL section, see the chapter 5.3.2. Processing variables can be linked 

with the state variables in the PLC system or directly with physical inputs/outputs. A better ap-

proach is to change only bit variable for the given button. Any condition can be handled in the pro-

gram before the action is performed. The functionality of the button can be blocked for some 

modes/conditionals this way. The functionality of the buttons is possible to block by hiding them on 

the screen, but this is confusing for the operator who is used to the layout of the buttons. In contrast, 

for displaying the input signals (such as the status of the presence sensor), it is suitable to link the 

processing variable directly with the address of the physical input. The purpose is to inform the op-
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erator about status of the machine and there is no reason to restrict the functions under certain con-

ditions. If it is set directly address of input, debugging is much easier. 

 

 

Fig. 33 Screen – manual 1 

 

The basic movements of the DS can be performed by using three screens (Fig. 33, Fig. 35 and Fig. 

36). The buttons for moving the cylinder are on the left and on the right side of the cylinder descrip-

tion. According to Fig. 33, the control elements for the V1 cylinder are in the upper half of the 

screen and the control elements for the V2 cylinder are in the lower half. The V1 cylinder may per-

form two movements (down and up). To verify the functionality of cylinder, the status boxes of the 

cylinder are under the control elements. The first item is 1S_IP. The first number determines the 

label of the cylinder, now the V1 cylinder. The letter S denotes sensor and IP means the initial posi-

tion. If 1S_IP checkbox is highlighted in black, meaning is: the sensor of the V1 cylinder in the ini-

tial position is active. All cylinders used in the DS are double acting, so it is necessary for each cyl-

inder to use two output relays. Each cylinder can be in the initial position or in the working position 

and contains two relays for controlling the air and two sensors for detecting end positions. The four 

state indicators are under the controls of each cylinder. The meaning of indicator fields (only for 

pneumatic cylinders) can be derived according to Fig. 34. 
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Fig. 34 Marking elements for pneumatic cylinder 
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Two air control valves are necessary, but there is a question whether it is necessary to use two sen-

sors for end positions. If the cylinder is not in the first position so it is in the second position proba-

bly. Therefore, only one sensor of the end position would be necessary and the second could be 

saved. The problem is that the cylinder can jam or stop at an intermediate position. And more im-

portant fact is that the time order of magnitude for transferring the cylinder is in seconds and for the 

PLC controlling is in microsecond. The proximity sensor has range about 2mm and the travel length 

of the cylinder is about tens to hundreds millimeters. The control system is so fast that if only one 

sensor was used, the control system would report the second end position immediately after leaving 

the first, i.e. during transportation. This is an incorrect behavior and even unsafe in the most cases 

so system would not work correctly. In summary, using two end sensors are necessary. 

During activation of the equipment, it is possible according to the state of the air valves and 

end sensors to debug errors in the wiring such as swapping cables. This debugging is critical and it 

is necessary to keep in mind poor functionality of the equipment. For example, by swapping the 

wires for the air valves, the conditions from the chapter 3.3 (that define the prohibited movements) 

are corrupted so the collision could appear. If everything is properly connected, part of the DS con-

trol software is also a protection against prohibited movements. When the operator presses a button 

for moving (e.g. command for the V2 cylinder - RIGHT), which is prohibited in the current state 

(because the V3 cylinder is in WP) then a warning message appears at the bottom of the screen 

"Unable to perform - V3 must be in IP". 

Conditions for the movement of the cylinder from the chapter 3.3 have been debugged in the 

parent company. The control of the V1 cylinder is linked with the state of the conveyor. The V1 

cylinder can move only if the conveyor is in the working position and stopped. This condition is 

labeled as "Carrier in position" and is reported by the external device that controls the conveyor. If 

the V1 cylinder is in the working position, the „Station in dispensing mode“ signal is sent to the 

external device and the conveyor cannot move until this signal is reset. Signal “Station in dispens-

ing mode“ is reset after successful performing the automatic cycle or it can be reset in the manual 

mode by “Disable disp. Mode“ button, see Fig. 33. The "Disable disp. Mode“ button can reset "Sta-

tion in dispensing mode“ signal only if the V1 cylinder is in the initial position. 

The second part of the motion control of pneumatic cylinders is shown in Fig. 35. Under the 

control buttons, there are four state indicators for the pneumatic cylinders (two sensors of the end 

positions and two output relays), too. The upper part is for controlling the vertical movement. When 

the vertical manipulator goes to upper position, it must be check, if the dispensing needle is inside 

the dispensing hole and do not hit the PCB. For this purpose, the proximity sensor on the cylinder is 

accurate insufficiently. The DS contains accurate inductive sensor (see [23]) so another status indi-

cator of the position of the dispensing needle is added to the screen (see Fig. 35). For debugging 

purposes, there is added status indicator of the level detection too. 

The controls for cover pot are at the bottom part of the screen. The timeout of the last dispens-

ing is added under the controls of the V4 cylinder according to requirements from the chapter 3.7. 

After elapsing the timeout that is set in the parameters (see Fig. 37), the cover pot can return to the 

initial position. 
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Fig. 35 Screen – manual 2 

 

The Manual operation 3 screen is used to control the EDD (see Fig. 36). There are buttons such as 

Dispensing, Regeneration and EDD Start-up. There are state indicators under the controls that show 

status of the dispensing process or status of the EDD. If the EDD is in fault condition, the program 

of the DS disables all EDD commands such as Dispensing/Regeneration/Start-up. Dispensing in the 

manual mode is enabled if the covering pot is under the dispensing head, i.e. in the initial position. 

The second possibility is that the covering pot is not under the dispensing head (in the working po-

sition), but the housing is inserted under the dispensing head and not processed. These restrictions 

are due to prevent the silicone mixture to spill into the space of the DS. The Dispensing button exe-

cutes the EDD function that performs dispensing amount of silicone mixture for the housing. The 

Regeneration button executes EDD function that cleans the dispensing needle. In case of EDD fail-

ure, the Start-up function must be confirmed after elimination of the failure. After turning on the 

DS, it is also necessary to confirm the Start-up function. This function can be executed manually by 

using the EDD Start-up button (see Fig. 36). The Start-up function is necessary due to cleaning up 

from the old silicone mixture after prolonged standing or filling the dispensing needle that has been 

replaced and that is initially empty. If the dispensing needle was not filled by the Start-up function, 

the first dose of the silicone mixture into the housing would be smaller by internal volume of the 

dispensing needle. 

Positive state of the Dispensing EDD signal indicates that the EDD is dispensing currently. 

This state is linked with the timeout since the last dispensing. After the timeout expires, covering 

pot must be in the initial position to perform the regeneration. Then the dispensing needle is cleaned 

up and ready for use. Old silicone mixture is poured into the covering pot. 
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Fig. 36 Screen – manual 3 

5.3.3 Configuration of the administrator parameters 

Some features of the DS are parameterized, the values of parameters can be changed on the Parame-

ters screen, see Fig. 37. Setting the parameters affects the operation of the DS significantly, so the 

control fields are protected by an administrator's password. The first Time long delay parameter 

specifies the time interval after which the regeneration process is automatically performed as it is 

described in the chapter 5.3.2. The original range of the longest timer has length 3200s and it is later 

extended to 100000s. The PLC system contains three types of timer with time base 0.001s, 0.01s 

and 0.1s. If the longest time base is used, the maximum value of the timer is limited to 3200s. This 

is the equivalent of less than one hour and it was originally the sufficient long time. When the DS 

was activated at the customer, longer time delay was discussed, so it was necessary to extend the 

time somehow. There is a solution. The value of the timer is set to the fixed interval 1s and new 

user variable is used. After the interval 1s elapses, the user variable is increased by the increment of 

1. The type of the user variable is DWORD thus the range is increased and limited to 100000s, 

which is more than 24hours. This range is already sufficient. 

Because the parameters are entered by the user (administrator), incorrect values can be entered 

too. A text string is entered instead of a number or the value is negative or too large. The Siemens 

SIMATIC WinCC flexible 2008 application, in which the GUI design is created, enables to set the 

type of the variable (processing variable) that is affected by the control element. The system itself 

then prevents to enter incorrect entries such as entering a text string into a numeric variable. The 

range of the number is done by entering the number of significant digits to the control element. The 

"000000" mask is set for the Time long delay variable that means the maximal value of number is 

999999. If the entered value is higher, the operating system of the OP displays a warning message 

and prevents saving incorrect value to the processing variable. 

The second parameter is "Max regeneration without failure", which specifies the maximum 

number of doses to the covering pot, according to the chap. 3.7. Then it is necessary to replace the 

covering pot and confirm the replacing on the TP otherwise control software will not allow the con-

tinuation of the automatic cycle or the regeneration process in order to prevent overflowing of the 

covering pot. The last parameter is "Delay after DISPENSING", which determines the delay be-

tween the end of the dispensing process and returning the pot into the covering position. The pur-

pose of the parameter is described in the chapter 3.7. 
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Fig. 37 Screen – system parameters 

 

When the DS was activated at the customer, there occur some non-standard states and failure condi-

tions. Solving of the non-standard issues can be done by using PC that is connected to the control 

system so it is possible to edit all values and to debug entire program (as the debugger for PC appli-

cations). If it is required, some non-standard situations can be simulated by PC and then they are 

solved or other devices from the line are debugged. Some shortcomings were solved by this proce-

dure. In order to solve non-standard states without the participation of the programmer, it was nec-

essary to add additional controls to the GUI which are placed on the Admin function screen in more 

detail in the chapter 5.3.6. The Admin function screen can be displayed by pressing the "Admin 

function“ button (see Fig. 37), which is protected by the administrator password. 

 

5.3.4 Automatic mode 

The DS is in automatic mode after turning the key for switching mode to the A position (see Fig. 

44). When automatic cycle is switched over, the screen from Fig. 38 is displayed immediately. This 

screen can also be displayed according to the diagram in Fig. 32. The Automatic screen shows cur-

rent state of the DS and there are controls for operating in the automatic cycle. The title in the upper 

part of the screen shows the name of DS. Status indicators are displayed under the title. The current 

mode (MANUAL, OFF and AUTOMATIC), in which the DS operates currently, is shown on the 

right under the heading. 

The count filling of the covering pot is under the title on the left. If the count equals the critical 

number, the automatic regeneration is blocked. The covering pot must be replaced and the operation 

must be confirmed by "Pot replaced“ button on the TP (see Fig. 38). Software of the DS does not 

allow overdosing of the covering pot. If the EDD is serviced, it can be performed more dispensing 

commands, but this commands are not executed in software of the DS so they cannot be blocked. If 

the operator perform operations on the EDD, he must stand at the back side of the DS (there is the 

switchbox of the EDD) so he does not see the covering pot from this position and covering pot can 

easily overflow. Therefore, when the maximum number of doses is exceeded, the DS reports fault 

state so it blocks the EDD for another dispensing of the silicone mixture. 
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Fig. 38 Screen – automatic 

 

Two rows of status of the DS are in the lower half of the screen in Fig. 38. Element "P1" means the 

program 1 and the numerical field of status of the DS is on the right. The number denotes the text 

description of the current state of the DS according to Tab. 10. Element "IP" works similarly, but 

the difference is that there is displayed the state of returning to the initial position. This information 

can be used for monitoring individual operations of the machine, but also for detecting fault states 

of the DS. 

 

5.3.5 Turning on the DS and starting the automatic cycle 

After the DS is turned on, several tasks must be done in order to operate in the automatic cycle. In 

the "Start conditions" screen in Fig. 39, there are various indicators of states of the DS and condi-

tions for starting the DS which are fulfilled or are not fulfilled. If the condition is fulfilled, it is 

highlighted in black. If all conditions are fulfilled, the "Start possible" field is checked and automat-

ic cycle can start. The "Menu” screen is displayed after starting up the DS so the "Start conditions" 

screen can be displayed according to diagram in Fig. 32. 

The first step is pressing the "Control on" that is physical button on the operation panel (see 

Fig. 44). If there is not security failure (such as open door), the "Control on" button is lit in green 

and the "Control on" field on the screen is checked. A few seconds later, the compressed air is ready 

and the "Pressure Air" field on the screen is checked. Turning control on is provided by security 

relay which switches the supply voltage to actuators and security circuits. 
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Fig. 39 Screen – start conditions 

 

The second step is switching to the automatic mode, i.e. turning the key on the operation panel to 

the A position (see Fig. 44). The control software of the DS displays the "Automatic 1" screen. The 

manipulator of the DS must go to the initial position by pressing the "IP" on the operation panel. 

When the manipulator is in the initial position successfully, the Start-up of the EDD must be con-

firmed by turning the "Reset" key on the operation panel to the position 1. The key returns back 

itself to the default position. When it is confirmed, the silicone mixture is dispensed to the covering 

pot and then the EDD is ready. 

The last step is to confirm start of the automatic cycle by pressing "Confirm start" on the 

screen. If the automatic cycle does not start, the control system can wait for stopping the conveyor 

at the dispensing position. This condition is shown in the "Carrier position OK" field, see Fig. 39. It 

can also wait if there is some failure, see Tab. 8. 

 

5.3.6 Non-standard states of the DS 

During the activation of the DS at the customer, some non-standard states appeared (see the chapter 

3.7). As mentioned in the chapter 5.3.3, tools that enable solving non-standard conditions without 

programmer participation should be created. The Admin Function screen is in Fig. 40. The access 

and controls are protected by a password. When the administrator password is correctly entered, the 

protected controls can be used without entering the password again and again. There is a timeout in 

the touch panel and after expiring, the system is switched to the normal mode in order to an ordi-

nary operator could not work in the protected mode if the administrator forgot to log off. 

The first button is "Cycle without dispensing". This button was added due to measuring the cy-

cle time of the DS without dispensing the EDD. After the completion of one cycle without dispens-

ing, this mode is automatically disabled. Another button is "Disable silicone present check" that can 

be activated and deactivated by pressing again. This mode was added, because the final housings 

were not available at the time of activating the line at the customer so the level sensor could not 

work properly. This mode disables the condition. After the DS is turned on, this mode is automati-

cally canceled. 

The "Step mode On" button enables stepping of the automatic cycle. Before activating next 

state of the automatic cycle, The "Next step" button must be pressed on the "Automation 1" screen 
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(The button is normally hidden, it is shown only when the stepping mode is activated). After the DS 

is turned on, this mode is also automatically canceled. 

The "Disable cond. – Carrier in position" button disables a condition that blocks movement of 

the V1 cylinder to prevent collision with the conveyor (reason for disabling the condition is de-

scribed in the chapter 3.7). If the condition is disabled, after performing the movement of the V1 

cylinder (UP or DOWN), the condition is enabled again. After the DS is turned on, all of these extra 

modes are automatically reset. 

 

 

Fig. 40 Screen – administrator functions 

 

5.3.7 The beginning or the end of the shift 

After beginning of the shift, there are no carriers on the conveyor. The DS waits until the conveyor 

reports that the carrier is in position. The first carrier is inserted on the conveyor by the operator and 

after confirming, it goes to the position for dispensing. The beginning of the shift is no problem. 

Before the end of the shift, it is necessary to remove all the carriers from the conveyor. Each 

carrier that goes to the inserting position is removed. However, this means that no one goes to the 

DS. For proper function of the line, every carrier must be successfully processed. If no carrier goes, 

the DS blocks the conveyor until it performs successful processing. So, the DS must be switched to 

OFF mode at the end of shift in order to prevent the DS from blocking the line. 

 

5.4 Software components for automatic control 

The STL (Statement List) language is used in the PLC program for the DS. The STEP 7-

Micro/WIN 32 application provides also the LAD (Ladder Logic) or the FBD (Function Block Dia-

gram) graphical environment for programming. The program from LAD editor or FBD editor can 

be switched to STL editor, but the reverse is not always possible. There are two instruction set - IEC 

1131-3 and SIMATIC. The instructions that are used for the state control in the chapter 5.4.2 are 

part of the SIMATIC instruction set so only the STL language can be used. The following quote 

from the help of the STEP 7-Micro/WIN 32 application explains reasons why the STL language is 

used for programming the DS. 
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“The STEP 7-Micro/WIN 32 Statement List (STL) editor allows you to create control programs by 

entering the instruction mnemonics. In general, the STL editor is more suitable for experienced 

programmers who are familiar with PLCs and logic programming. The STL editor also allows you 

to create programs that you could not otherwise create with the Ladder Logic or Function Block 

Diagram editors. This is because you are programming in the native language of the CPU, rather 

than a graphical editor where some restrictions must be applied in order to draw the diagrams cor-

rectly. The IEC 1131-3 instructions may have longer execution times.” [26] 

The states of the DS are detailed in the chapter 5.4.1 and implementation of the state machine is in 

the chapter 5.4.2. 

5.4.1 States of equipment in the automatic cycle 

The automatic cycle is divided into several states (see Tab. 10) and there are 33 states in the current 

version of the DS software (including empties). The first state is “Start conditions” that is detailed 

in the chapter 5.4.3. This state is activated immediately after the DS is switched to the automatic 

cycle. It is defined in the DS software that only one state can be actived at a time. If all the transi-

tion conditions of the current state are fulfill, the current state is deactivated and the next state is 

activated at the same time. For each state, there are defined transition conditions and tasks that are 

executed during state activation. A few empty states are in the list of states of the DS (see Tab. 10). 

During programming the state machine of the DS, some states are left empty (after their activation, 

no operation is executed and next state is switched immediately). States are labeled by number and 

it is difficult to shift them, thus empty states can be easily used for later additional requirements. 

 

Tab. 10 States of equipment in the automatic cycle 

Number Description 
 

Number Description 

01 Start conditions 
 

18 Empty 

02 Wait for extern conveyer stop 
 

19 V4 - pot cylinder - (IN) WP 

03 V1 - Uplift carrier (OUT) WP 
 

20 Empty 

04 Empty 
 

21 V3 - vertical motion - (OUT) WP 

05 Insert check 
 

22 Empty 

06 Regeneration 
 

23 Dispensing 2 

07 V4 - pot cylinder - (IN) WP 
 

24 Wait for dispensing finish 

08 Empty 
 

25 V3 - vertical motion - (IN) IP 

09 V3 - vertical motion - (OUT) WP 
 

26 Empty 

10 Empty 
 

27 V4 - pot cylinder - (OUT) IP 

11 Dispensing 1 
 

28 Empty 

12 Wait for dispensing finish 
 

29 V2 - horizontal motion - (OUT) IP 

13 V3 - vertical motion - (IN) IP 
 

30 Empty 

14 Empty 
 

31 V1 - uplift – down (IN) IP 

15 V4 - pot cylinder - (OUT) IP 
 

32 Empty 

16 Empty 
 

33 Station OK - wait for move of conveyer 

17 V2 - horizontal motion - (IN) WP 
    

5.4.2 State machine 

In the program for the DS, some special instructions are used for building the state machine. For 

properly function of this instructions, the address from the special memory that is reserved only for 

this purpose must be defined for each state. The number of the state (according to Tab. 10) corre-
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sponds to the address from the special memory. For more detail see the sample code
2
 of the state 03 

(V1 - Uplift carrier (OUT) WP): 
 

LSCR   C1_Step_03 

 

LD     LOG1 

S      V1toWP, 1 

 

LD     C1_Step_03 

A      1, Number_Mode             // is Automatic mode  

A      V1_WP 

SCRT   C1_Step_04 

 

SCRE 

 

The sample code begins with the LSCR instruction and ends with the SCRE instruction. By these 

instructions, the block of program which contains the routine for the state 03 is defined. The param-

eter of the LSCR instruction determines the state that is selected to C1-Step_03. The C1_Step_03 

variable denotes the bit address of the C1-Step_03 state in the special memory. If the LSCR instruc-

tion is executed with positive parameter, the state is active and the routine is executed. If the param-

eter is negative, the whole routine is omitted. This speeds up significantly the program execution. 

During executing the routine (sample above), the first command is set the requirement for moving 

the V1 cylinder to the working position - instruction "S V1toWP,1". Processing of this requirement 

is described in 5.2.3.  

Executing of commands is now described in more detail. The check of the transition conditions 

begins with “LD C1_Step_03“ instruction. The LD instruction loads the C1_Step_03 value on the 

top of the stack. If this state is active, the C1_Step_03 value is positive so the top of the stack is also 

positive. Perform many instructions is subject to the current value of the top of stack. If the top of 

the stack is negative, instructions are omitted. Now, the C1_Step_03 is active and the top of the 

stack is positive so the further instructions are executed. 

Next instruction is "A 1, Number_MODE" which performs AND operation between the pa-

rameters of the instructions. The result is stored in the top of stack. If the “Number_Mode” variable 

is positive, the top of the stack is also positive and the “A V1_WP“ instruction continues. This in-

struction performs AND operation, but there is no second parameter, so the second parameter is 

taken from the top of the stack. If the last condition is satisfied (the value V1_WP is positive), the 

"SCRT C1_Step_04“ instruction continues. The current state bit is reset (false value is stored to 

C1_Step_03 variable) and the next state bit is set (true value is stored to C1_Step_04 variable). In 

the next PLC program cycle, the C1_Step_03 state is omitted and the C1_Step_04 is executed. 

 

5.4.3 Starting conditions 

The starting conditions are the first state of the automatic cycle, see Tab. 10. There is no operation 

in this state. When the all transition conditions are fulfilled, then the next state is activated. The op-

erator can see which conditions are fulfilled on the touch panel (see the screen in Fig. 39). Values of 

inputs and user variables are only shown on the touch panel and checking conditions are evaluated 

in the PLC program. The sample code in STL language: 

 

LD C1_Step_01   

AN Failure   

                                                 
2
 The sample code is simplified and some instructions are dropped to make the sample code more comprehensible for 

the reader.  
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A _ControlON   

AN CarrierPositionOK   

A InitialPositionOK    

AN EDD_Start   

AN M_BadPart   

AN M_BadPartConfirm   

AN _Set1   

AN _Set2   

AN NotSet   

AN ConfirmStart   

      

AB= 1, ModeNumber              //Is AUTOMATIC  mode  

      

SCRT C1_Step_02   

 

There are labeling rules in the company. Every variable for physical input or output is labeled by 

underscore prefix - "_name". According to Tab. 7: _ControlON, _Set1, etc. It is not always advan-

tageous to work directly with the variable labeling physical input or output. For example, the signal 

from the conveyor was defined originally that the positive value indicates the conveyor moving. 

The _ConveyerStart variable was created. 

During the linking and debugging the DS with the conveyor at the customer, the definition of 

the signal from the conveyor was reversed so negative value indicated the conveyor moving. It is 

necessary to change the logic for all occurrences of the _ConveyerStart variable in program. There 

is no guarantee that the definition is not changed again. Therefore, a new user variable is defined 

with the CarrierInPosition label. The PLC program is divided into several parts and the first is la-

beled Init (see the chapter 5.2.1). There are defined user variables that are results of processing the 

actual values of the physical inputs. The CarrierInPosition variable is added and implemented as 

“CarrierInPosition= ⌐ _ConveyerSignal”. The advantage is that when the logical meaning of the 

signal from the conveyor is changed, all occurrences of given variable do not be changed in whole 

program, but only a negation of the variable _ConveyerSignal must be added or removed in the Init 

section. The logic of the CarrierInPosition variable stays the same. 

This enhancement may seem obvious, but it is not always true. The memory of PLC system is 

limited and an address in the memory must be defined for every variable. The use of variable cas-

cades consumes memory and reduces clarity in debugging. Therefore, it is suitable to use the direct 

address for inputs and outputs where the change of logic is not supposed such as proximity sensors 

on cylinders. An alias should be used for the signals for communication with external devices which 

may change during the activation. 
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6 Presentation of the results 

6.1 Documentation 

The part of the customer requirements from the chapter 2.2 is the development of the technical doc-

umentation for the DS. Documents created within this diploma thesis are given in the following list. 

All documents are based on the general template of the company. 

- Partlist 

- Drawings 

- Pneuschema 

- Quickly worn partlist 

- Alternate partlist 

- Software requirements 

- Electrical requirements 

- Instruction for use 

- Starting Dispensing station 

- Inspection and maintenance 

- Assessment of risk 

 

All the mechanical parts (parts manufactured, purchased components, fasteners) are given in the 

Partlist document. About 55 drawing was developed during designing the DS. The Dispensing sta-

tion is unique and it is not a modification of a previous machine. The content of the documents 

Partlist, Drawings, Pneuschema, Quickly worn partlist and Alternate partlist was created. Other 

documents (Instruction for use, Starting Dispensing station, Inspection and maintenance, Assess-

ment of risk) share many characteristic with other devices that were developed in the company so 

these documents were edited and extended by new features of the DS. 

 

6.2 Actual implementation of the DS 

The real implementation of the frame from the BOSCH profiles is in Fig. 41. The design of the 

frame and other produced parts from Fig. 41 is handled in this diploma thesis. In the first part of the 

assembling the DS, the switchbox, the air preparation unit and cylinders are attached to the main 

frame. There are also all mechanical parts of the manipulator including the cable carrier. Other pur-

chased components have a longer delivery time and they were added later. 

The complete assembled DS is shown in Fig. 42 on the left, where the Vertical motion subas-

sembly from the chapter 4.8 and the Horizontal motion subassembly from the chapter 4.9 are 

shown. Also the dispensing head, all the sensors and pneumatic cylinders are already connected to 

the manipulator. The pressure pumps of the EDD are attached in the upper part of the DS and they 

are connected with the dispensing head. Now, the carrier with two housings is available and the 

automatic dispensing cycle is tested. The housing 1 has been successfully processed and the manip-

ulator is on the second position, where the housing 2 is being processed. The laptop for program-

ming and debugging the software of the DS is in the background. This debugging is performed in 

the parent company. The conveyor is not available, because it is produced in another company. The 

carrier can be placed by hand on the positioning pins (see Uplift subassembly from the chapter 

4.10), so the automatic cycle can be tested without the conveyor. 
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Fig. 41 Real device – frame 
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Fig. 42 Real device – left view 
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Front view of the real implementation of the DS is in Fig. 43. The DS has been assembled with the 

conveyor just now. There are rods on the chain of the conveyor (see Fig. 43) and the carriers will be 

placed on these rods. The carriers can move in the tens of mm on the rods, so there are silicone 

guides in the upper part of the conveyor (white plates). These guides limit movement of the carriers 

on the rods. During the dispensing operation, the dispensing needle must be positioned to the hole 

in the PCB in tenths mm. This is ensured by the Uplift manipulator from the chapter 4.10. 

 

 

Fig. 43 Real device – front view 

 

The real implementation of the operation panel (OP) is shown in Fig. 44. The operation panel con-

sists of the touch panel, buttons, switches and lights. The Automatic 1 screen (see the chapter 5.3.4) 

is actually displayed on the touch panel. The EMERGENCY STOP (ES) button is in the lower part. 

The power part of the DS is switched off immediately after press the ES. For continuing the opera-

tion, the ES button must be pulled back to the default position and then the Control On button must 

be pressed. If everything is OK, the green light on the Control On button is lighted. The next is the 

Control Off button and its function is the same as the ES button, but it is returned to the default po-

sition by itself. The last is the Initial Position button. After pressing this button, the DS goes to the 

initial position in the automatic mode. If the DS is in the initial position, the white light on the Ini-

tial Position button lights. 
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These buttons can control an ordinary operator. For an authorized operator, there are switches 

protected by keys. The first is used for switching among Manual, Automatic and Off mode. The 

next switch is used for spanning the door. If the maintenance is performed and the DS is in the 

manual mode, after activating the spanning door switch, serviceman can open the door and the 

power part of the DS is not disconnected. The last one is the Reset failure switch. After turning, it is 

returned to the default position itself. If the DS is in the fault state, the red light in the right down 

part of the OP flashes and also the red beacon on the top of the DS flashes (see Fig. 45). 

 

 

Fig. 44 Real device – operation panel with touch screen 

 

The real implementation of the DS that corresponds to the design from the chapter 4.11 is shown in 

Fig. 45. The Dispensing station is complete and fully functional and it is tested at the customer. The 

safety door and other covering parts are missing in this state, because photos were taken during as-

sembling the DS with the line. The protective plastic wrap is on the covering around the red box 

and it will be removed later. 

Integrating the DS into the line is shown in Fig. 46 and a description of all parts is in the chap-

ter 4.12. The furnace for curing silicone mixture and the cooling equipment is in the background of 

the DS. Two 200l tanks of silicone compounds are located on the right. The whole line for encapsu-

lating is too big so only the parts of the line that are around the DS are shown in Fig. 46. 
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Fig. 45 Real device – Dispensing station 
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Fig. 46 Real device – Encapsulating line 
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7 Results and conclusion 
The objective of this diploma thesis is to design a mechatronic machine for automotive industry. 

This machine is the part of the line for encapsulating housings. It is a fully automatic machine that 

dispenses silicone mixture into the housings – the Dispensing Station (hereinafter referred to as the 

DS). The housing is detailed in Fig. 2. The required properties of the machine are given in the chap-

ter 2. These requirements are analyzed and extended in the chapter 3. Briefly, two housings are in-

serted into a carrier. The carrier is moved to the DS by using a conveyor. The main task of the DS is 

dispensing a silicone mixture into the housings. 

The line for encapsulating housings is very large, so it is divided into several machines which 

are made by different companies. Also, the design of the DS consists of several parts, so tasks are 

split among more people. Design of the machine can be divided into four basic areas – the man-

agement, the industrial design, the production and assemblage. This diploma thesis deals with the 

industrial design, especially the mechanical design and software. There are many tasks that must be 

accomplished so simplified block diagram of process realization was created, see Fig. 6. My first 

task was to create the mechanical design of the DS that includes making 3D CAD model, selecting 

and purchasing mechanical parts, selecting and purchasing sensors and deploying machine draw-

ings. When other workers finished the production and assembled the DS, my second task was de-

veloping software and then activating the DS. For better clarity, my tasks are highlighted in green in 

Fig. 6. 

The mechanical parts are detailed in the chapter 4 and the final design is presented in the chap-

ter 4.11. Because the DS is part of the line, the interactions among the DS and other devices must be 

considered during design. The integration of the DS into the line is in the chapter 4.12. The equip-

ment for dispensing silicone mixture is the most expensive part of the DS, so it was necessary to 

create a manipulator. The manipulator allows moving the dispensing head between the housing 1 

and the housing 2, so only one equipment for dispensing silicone mixture have to be used. Proper-

ties and selection of the parts for the manipulator are given in the chapter 4.2. The manipulator de-

sign is detailed in the chapters 4.8 - 4.11. 

Control of the DS including the manipulator is described in the software part, see the chapter 5. 

The control is realized by the PLC S7-200 system. The status of the DS is monitored by using elec-

trical sensors (see the chapter 4.7). Processing of input and output signals is described in the chapter 

5.2 and there is also described the diagnosis of faults. The operator can control the equipment by 

using the Siemens TP177-micro touch panel. The touch panel is localized in Czech and English and 

it can be switched over in the main menu. The DS is designed as fully automatic machine and the 

principle of operation in the automatic cycle is described in the chapter 5.4. If there is a failure, it 

must be solved by the operator. The operator can work in several modes that are detailed in the 

chapter 5.3. The last task is to create a technical documentation that is a part of the delivery. The 

documents that have been developed within this diploma thesis are detailed in the chapter 6.1.  

The equipment is produced and assembled when the design is complete (see the chapter 6.2). 

The housing that is inserted into the carrier is shown in Fig. 42. The laptop for programming and 

debugging is shown in the background. The DS is in the middle of the dispensing cycle, when the 

housing 1 is successfully processed and the manipulator is moved to the second position. To com-

pletion of one cycle, 11 movements must be done step by step. The manipulator of the DS per-

formed these movements in only 9s. The maximum time reserved for the automatic cycle is 40s, but 

this time includes the dispensing process of the silicone mixture (about 30s) and the movement of 

the conveyor. The main limiting factor in the design of the DS is to providing sufficiently short time 

for the movement of the manipulator. The whole view of the DS is shown in Fig. 45 and the detail 

of the operation panel is in Fig. 44. The DS was successfully activated and linked with other devic-

es in the line (see Fig. 46). After testing at the customer, the DS will be transported to the abroad. 
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I Dictionary 
 

abrade  brousit 

actuator akční člen 

air preparation unit  úpravna vzduchu 

assembly montáž, sestava 

bad part  zmetek 

bad part shaft  šachta pro zmetky 

bar lišta 

beacon světelný maják 

blind shot slepá dávka 

block (a carriage)  vozík 

bolt connector svorník 

braid oplést (kabel) 

bush pouzdro 

butterfly škrticí ventil 

cable carriers  nosič energií 

cap krytka 

carrier nosič, paletka 

clearance vůle 

conveyor dopravník 

cover kryt 

cure vytvrzení 

cushioning tlumení 

cylinder válec 

dispensing needle dávkovací jehla 

downtime doba poruchy 

draw rod  táhlo 

dripping material kapající materiál 

encapsulating zapouzdřit 

fatigue únava (materiálu) 

fitting šroubení 

floating joint  kompenzační hlavice 

furnace pec 

galvanically galvanicky 

groove drážka 

Hexagon socket head cap 

screw  šroub - imbus 

holder držák 

housing pouzdro 

impact velocity nárazová rychlost 

indicator kontrolka 

indurate vytvrdit 
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inlet material  vstupní materiál 

jam zaseknout,uváznout 

layout  rozložení, rozmístění 

leader pozice (ve výkrese) 

leading face  náběžná plocha 

leveling feet  stavitelná noha 

line linka (výrobní) 

linear guideway  lineární vedení 

manufactured vyráběný 

mixing head směšovací hlavice 

operation panel operační (ovládací) panel 

partlist kusovník 

PCB DPS (deska plošných spojů) 

perpendicular kolmý 

pin kolík 

piston píst 

potting process  zalévací proces 

pressure vessel tlaková nádoba 

Programmable logic control programovatelný automat 

prop stojka, sloupek 

proximity sensor snímač na válci 

purchased nakupovaný 

Red box zmetkovník 

rod táhlo 

semaphore semafor 

shift směna 

shock absorber tlumič rázu 

silicone guide silikonové vedení 

silicone mixture silikonová směs 

Span door překlenutí dveří 

speed controller škrticí ventil 

speed controller  regulátor rychlosti 

Start-up náběh 

state stav 

steel stop ocelový doraz 

stop doraz 

strut profile  rámový profil 

switchbox rozvaděč 

terminal svorkovnice 

thread závit 

touch panel dotykový panel 

transition condition přechodová podmínka 

unevenness nerovnost 

valve terminal  ventilový ostrov 


